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Debate contrasts views of rivals for vice-presidency 
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)- Vice 
President George Bush and Demo-
cratic challenger Geraldine Ferraro 
broke into sharp, direct exchanges 
Thursday as they debated contrast-
ing views on arms control, the eco-
nomy, religion and terrorism. 
Bush, seeking to make up some of 
the ground lost in Walter Mondale' s 
strong showing against President 
Reagan in their debate Sunday, 
questioned his rival's experience 
and attacked the policies of the 
Democratic ticket. 
The New York City congress-
woman battled back, telling Bush at 
one point that she almost resented 
his "patroni7.ing attitude;, toward 
her. 
In trying to show she is qualified 
to be one heartbeat from the pres-
idency, Ferraro emphasized her 
travel this year to Central America 
and Lebanon, and reacted sharply 
when asked what she knew that 
would qualify her to be commander-
in-chief if she were president. 
"Are you saying I have to fight in 
a war to believe in peace,'' she shot 
back to applause from the audience, 
"That's as valid as saying you have 
to be black to despise racism . • . be 
a woman to despise sexism." 
While Ferraro was often on the 
defense in the debate, Bush praised 
the administration's record on issues 
ranging from the economy to the in-
vasion of Grenada. 
The 90-minute debate. seen by an 
Bingaman 
visits UNM 
By Kristie Jone.'i 
Democratic Sen. Jeff Bingaman 
will speak Sunday on the University 
of New Mexico campus about 
''issues that affect young people," 
said John Schoeppner, president of 
the Associated Students of the Uni-
versity of New Mexico. 
The forum is co-sponsored by the 
ASUNM Speaker's Committee and 
the Young Democrats of New Mex-
ico, Schoeppner said. "He will give 
a to-minute speech and then will be 
open for questions from the audi-
ence;• said Schoeppner. 
Mark Duran, president of the 
Young Democrats of New Mexico. 
said he has been trying to schedule 
the senator for three weeks. "rm 
happy that Sen. Bingaman realizes 
the importance of youth in our sys-
tem of government," he said. ""I 
think this is why he decided to come 
to our campus. People like Binga-
man can be" a tremendous help in 
gettihg young people involved. u 
John Zaccaro, Jr .• Geraldine Fer-
raro's son, will come to UNM to 
speak with Bingaman and will also 
answer questions from the audience, 
Duran said. 
Bingaman said from his Washing-
ton office that • 'the importance of 
youth can never be overemphasized. 
The more those wh~ must eventually 
exercise power participate, the bet-
ter off we'll all be." 
"We're \'cry lucky to have the 
senator on campus.'' Schoeppner 
said. "It's hot often that he can come 
and it's taken a long time to get him 
here. u 
Bingaman and Zaccaro will speak 
at7 p.m. Sunday in Rodin 122ofthc 
Geology Building. 
&For more information call the 
Young Democrats of New Mexico at 
242-6000 or ASUNM at 277-5528. 
estimated SO million people on 
nationwide television, was the only 
one scheduled between the two vice-
presidential candidates. Reagan and 
Mondale will hold their tina I debate, 
on foreign policy and arms control, 
Oct. 21 in Kansas City, Mo. 
Bush began the vice-presidential 
debate by attacking Mondale for 
having "one answer to everything 
- raisc:_.~verybody's taxes." 
40Not one single Democrat has in-
troduced Mondale's tax program in 
Congress,'' he said. 
Ferraro fired back that Bush once 
called Reagan's tax and spending 
cuts "voodoo economics" and 
added, "It was, and it is." 
"If everyone believes everything 
is coming up roses, maybe the vice 
president ought to travel around the 
country _with me and walk with the 
people," Ferraro said, pointing out 
closed plants she had ·seen while 
campaigning across Pennsylvania 
and Ohio. 
As both candidates maneuvered 
to score points and often sidestep the 
arguments made by the other, Bush 
took another tack, hitting Mondale 
for the 21~ percent interest rates and 
high unemployment when he was 
vice president under Jimmy Carter. 
"They delivered malaise," Bush 
said. "They delivered the wrong 
thing." 
Ferraro responded firmly: "I 
think what I'm going to have to do is 
correct the vice president's statis· 
tics." 
She then recited figures that 
showed 6 million people were living 
in poverty, and the Reagan adminis-
continued on page 3 
Windin11 up Homecomin11_ week •ctivities on the mall, Michael f/u1Jiehorn, while bein11 backed up by the UNM Jazz Stage 
Mont11omery plays • whistful rendition of ''Misty" on his Blind. 
Homecoming spokeswoman says too late for revision 
By Maria DeVarenne 
The controversy and allegations 
surrounding the 1984 Homecoming 
queen and king candidate selections 
••would have been prevented. but 
once the election process was in 
place'' it was too late to change the 
rules, a Homecoming spokeswoman 
said. 
Charlene Chavez. Alumni Rela· 
lions Office Homecoming spokes-
woman. said the Homecoming 
Committee had already rejected one 
male as a write-in candidate before 
Kelly Oavis approached the com-
mittee. 
Davis said she became a write-in 
candidate, after being turned down 
as a candidate, to protest the selec-
tion process. 
Chavez said if they had allowed 
Davis to run as a write·in candidate, 
·'it would have nullified the entire 
election process." There couldn't 
have been a queen or king elected by 
today. because the Homecoming 
committee couldn't revise the entire 
election process within a week, 
Chavez said. 
Terry Dean, Homecoming Com· 
mittee chairman, said he couldn't 
have done "anything different'; be· 
cause he was .. following the rules 
and regulations set by the com-
mittee ... 
Dean said, "I'm only one Vote on 
the committee. If more students 
would become involved before 
problems arise. things like this 
wouldn't happen." 
Dean said he would .. like to sec 
the Homecoming elections run more 
like the ASUNM elections, where 
anyone who meets the requirements 
can run!• 
Davis said she would iike to work · 
with the committee to improve fu· 
ture Homecoming elections ... I ran 
to show how incorrect the system 
is. •• she said. 
Davis said she was eligible to be 
on the court because she met the 
requirements. However, Davis said 
that on election day, for approx-
imately the first two hours at the 
polls, ''voters were told if they 
voted for me, their vote wouldn't 
count." 
Davis said Gary Golden, assistant 
dean of students. told her not to run 
as a write-in candidate because she 
continued on page 3 
Ex-Senator calls debate a tie 
''I don't think you could tell 
who won," said former U.S. 
senator and UNM Professor Fred 
Harris, describing thursday's 
debate between Vice President 
Oeorge Bush and Democratic 
challenger Geraldine Ferraro. 
• 'They both did what they needed 
to do - not lose!' 
Harris, who teaches political 
science at thC' University of New 
Mexico, said that there was no 
clear winner and that both Bush 
and Ferraro did tht "right 
thing." 
Harris, who stressed that his 
opinibn was not .. unbiased." 
said he thought that on issues 
such as education and foreign 
policy. Feh'aro came across as 
more "inspirational." 
"I think they energized 
George Bush too much atld tonod 
down Geraldine Ferraro too 
much." he said. 
Ha11is said by trying to be too 
aggressive. Bush was too 
"spcechy." 
All in all, he said, the debate 
served two functions: educating 
viewers on the issues and where 
the two stand, and giving "Fer-
raro the stature of an equal. .. 
Harris served as a senator for 
Oklahoma from J 964 to 1972 and 
ran for the Democratic prcsiden· 
tial nomination in 1976. 
The debate would probably not 
have a dramatic effect on the 
elcctiol). he said. 
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Wire Report 
Briefs 
MONTEZUMA, N.M.- The widow of famed New Mexico 
ballooni~t Maxi Anderson has presented a scholarship in her husband's 
name to a second-year student at the Armand Hammer United World 
College of the American West. Patty Anderson awarded the scho-
larship to Paul Moore of Bremerton. Wash., during ceremonies 
Wednesday at the international institute located in an old c;~slle in 
northeastern New Mexico. . 
DENVER- Two officials of the defunct C;~ttle King Packing Co. 
were sentenced to prison Thursday for violating federal regulations by 
selling tainted meat. Rudolph' 'Butch" Stanko Jr. was sentenced to six 
years and fined $70,000. His chief salesman, Gary Waderich, was 
given a 15-month term. 
SAN ANTONIO-A Norman Rockwell painting that helped boost 
American morale during World War I was cut from its gold frame and 
taken from a gallery on the San Antonio River Walk, officials said 
Thursday. 
"Are We Downhearted" -Rockwell's portrait of five smiling 
servicemen- was on display at the Musselman River Walk Gallery 
when it was taken late Tuesday. 
WICHITA, Kan. - A 42-year old man accused of sexually 
molesting six Sedgwick County children pleaded guilty Thursday to 13 
sex-related charges. Charles Combs of Wichita entered his plea before 
Judge Keith Anderson. 
BATON ROUGE, La.- With Louisiana expecting to pay $103 
million a year by the next decade f~r prison i~mates seotenced to. life, a 
special ''Forgotten Man" committee appomted by Gov. Edwm Ed-
wards began Thursday on a search for alternate - and cheaper -
forms of punishment. 
by United Press International 
First U.S. female spacewalker rep_airs antenna ~ 
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla.-
Kathy Sullivan jubiliantly broke 
another American sex barrier Thurs-
day by walking and working for 
three hours in the hostile vacuum of 
space 137 miles ubove Earth. 
''That is really great," Sullivan 
said as she left the safety of the space 
shuttle's cabin, becoming the first 
spacewalking woman in two de-
cades of American space travel. 
At one point, the 33-year-old 
geologist floated over the side of the 
winged spaceship and fixed the 
ship's broken data transmission 
antenna in time to beam back televi-
sion of the final minutes of the 
space walk. 
"Orbital Repair strikes again," 
she said. 
Sullivan and David Lcestma, 
wearing multi-layer pressure suits 
worth $2 million each, spent more 
than three hours working outside. 
They remained leashed to the shuttle 
by lifelines at all times. 
The prime job of the spacewalk 
was hooking a rocket propellant 
hose to a surrogate satellite in a de-
monstration aimed at clearing the 
way for the first satellite refueling 
mission in 2V.. years. 
Sullivan, Leestma and fellow 
astronauts Robert Crippen, Jon 
McBride, Sally Ride, Canadian 
Mark Garneau and Paul Scully Pow-
er are scheduled to land Saturday at 
the Kennedy Space Center. 
Sullivan left Challenger's airlock 
at 11:46 a.m. EDT and moved back 
and forth in the 60-foot cargo bay 
with ease. 
' It was the fourth shuttle mission to 
have a spacewalk, and the 19th 
American space flight in which " 
astronauts ventured into space 
either to float in the vacuum or walk 
on the moon. 
98th Congress completes work 
wASHINGTON - The 98th Congress, which sputtered through two 
years of partisan deadlock. Thursday passed a $370 billion bill to fund most 
of the govl,!mment into next year and prepared to head home to face the · 
voters. , . 
Almost one week beyond pl;~nncd fmal adJournment, the House and 
Senate wrapped most of its remaining business in one lumpy bag- ~ailed a 
continuing resolution- and. the~ moved ?n to mop up a few ~th~r p1eces of 
legislation including a m~ss1ve mcrease m the federal debt ~mut. . 
The continuing resolution, necessary to allow '!!any agenc1es to contmuc 
spending past midnight Thursday, and the debt btU: nec~ssary to allow the 
government to continue to borrow money to pay tts ~11ls, were. the final 
"must" bills standing between Congress and the elect10n campa1gn. 
Some members already appeared to have hit the campaign trail. There 
were 84 absentees in the House and and II in the Senate on key votes at 
mid-day. 
The Senate voted 78-11 for the spending bill, which also eliminates aid to 
Nicaraguan rebels until at least next ~a~ch a~d eliminates 51 major water 
projects including 13 sought by the admm1strat10n. The House had passed the 
bill 252-60 in a late night session Wednesday. 
In other last-minute action. the House passed a five-year extension of the 
Export Administration Act 269-62 that includes a ban ?n ~J.S. bank loans to 
South Africa. The Senate voted 87-2 to support the pnnctples of a 3,5.year-
old treaty to outlaw genocide . .But a decision whether to ratify the treaty itself 
was postponed till the next Congress. 
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I Bring this coupon for a ~0% discount on any purchase. ·~ Sl I Compare our prices. a ol 
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GOLDEN FRIED 
~ CHICKEN ~ 
1830 Lomas NE 
242·2181 
e 
t=OXY r<I;t=LI;;CTIONS 
CU.nilu dtai'r. ~ui,n 
Exclusive 15% Discount to UNM 
Students---All Year longll 
9o.m. to 6p.m. 
842-8300 
2000 Central SE 
Across from UNM 
Walklns Welcome 
one block west of University on Central 
!147-4893 
1700 Central SE 
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1 0 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken 
4 Dinner Rolls, and Pint 
Expires 10·26-84 
1830 Lomas NE 
4700 Menaul NE 
5231 Central SW 
The 
of Spicy Beans 
sa.99 SAVE s1 
4000 Barbara Loop SE (Rio Rancho) 
1 0015 Central NE 
11200 Montgomery NE (in Eldorado Sq.) 
t=OXY f<~{:Ll;CTIONS 
runiu.x dlai'r. f]:)isi,n 
Fall Specials 
Shampoo, Haircut, and Style $10.00 
Haircut &. Perm $35.00 
Cellophane, Henna $15.00 
Coupon Expires Jt•-JS-84 
z 
2 
-~ 
8 
------FREE with coupon 
brake and front end inspection 
Padilla Auto Service 
student discounts 
call for appointment 247·4893 
one block west of University on Central 
';:::::::::::;:::::::::::;::::::::;:----------------------------·-····-'·-· 
I -------------------------------•••• 
714 
Coronado 
Center 
883-4888 
Arts It Crafts Supplies 
I -
I . . . . zl ! $1.00 Off on BOI 
1 Purchase of .9 AI 
I $ ·· 2-::11 I 5.00 or more 801 I With this Coupon E){pires 10-31-84 () I 
•••--------... -----------------•~-------------···•·-·•-···-·-••• I 
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While clo(lds roll over the Sandias a lone balloon cuts a striking sillouette in yesterday's early moming tight. The Albuquerque International Balloon Fies· 
ta wraps up this weekend with a final mass ascension early Sunday morning. 
Debate-----------------
continued from page 1 
!ration had knocked 500,000 people 
off the disability rolls. 
"I will become a one-woman 
truth squad, beginning tonight," she 
said. 
Ferraro continued,condemning 
the Reagan administration for cut-
ting "poor people's programs," in· 
eluding food stamps and aid to de-
pendent children. 
Homecoming 
continued from page 1 
"was not good enough to be on the 
court." 
When questioned about Davis' 
statement. however. Golden said, 
"The thought of me saying that is 
appalling. I never told her that." 
Golden said that when h~~oke to 
Davis, "she was speaking of discri-
mination due to a conflict of in-
terest" on the selection committee. 
Golden said he reviewed the stu-
dents' applications who wanted to 
run in the election as well as the 
selection process. "I reviewed how 
and who was selected and explained 
it to her," Golden said. referring to 
Davis. "That's all .I told her.'' he 
said. 
Snafu 
A Campus Profile article in 
Thursday's issue of the Dai(\• 
Lobo incorrectly stated that chil-
dren in a Nicaraguan town had 
glass embedded in their bodies. 
The glass was embedded on a 
large cross that the child was 
wearing. 
DISPLAY 
ADS 
IN THE 
DAILY 
LOBO 
Spending for food stamps and aid 
to dependent children were ''way 
up" during the past four years, Bush 
insisted, adding "I'm not going to 
be found wrong on that. I'm sure of 
my facts." 
Their sharpest clash came on the 
bombing of the embassy in 
Lebanon, 
Perraro said that when the hos-
tages came home from Iran at the 
beginning of the Reagan administra-
tion, the president pledged, "Amer-
ica has been embarassed for the last 
time,'' and ne11t time there would be 
"swift and immediate steps" to 
combat terrorism. 
She accused Reagan of leaving 
Americans unprotected in the latest 
embassy bombing. 
"For someone to suggest these 
young men died in 
shame • . , they'd better tell that to 
the parents of those young men," 
Bush fired back. 
Ferraro responded: "I almost re-
sent your patronizing atti-
tude . . • that you have to teach me 
about foreign policy. No one has 
ever said those young men died in 
shame. No one would say that about 
anyone else's son." 
Dally Lobo 
Classified Ads 
Get a ... ..,, tits 
9603 Lomas N.E. 294-8853 
with this ad Expires 12-31-84 L-----------------------------· 
UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY 
An open-minded, progressive Christian approach on cam-
pus. Watch for upcoming events such as the Last Lecture 
Series, Theology for Lunch, special forums and work~hops 
on current issues and faith applied to life. We offer no easy 
answers for complex problems, but encourage living the 
questions in faith. Read all about it in the UCM PROPHET, 
available in the UNM SUB. Sponsored by Methodist, Pre-
sbyterian, Disciples, and United Church of Christ. For an 
alternative to religious "kookiness" drop by the United 
Ministry Center, 1801 Las Lomas NE. 
..-. ArelltYou Hungry? 
8URGE.J So take a bite, and enjoy a KING great-tasting, flame broiled 
~ Burger King·· burger now. 
----------------------------------, I UNMLOBOS 1 ! . ONE BACON oZI 
~ 
I DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER 3 2 j 
I P_rease present thts coupon before ordenng .A. N D GET ·a O:::t I I Lttllll one coupon per wslomer a 
I Vord where prohibrted by IRw · · • ONE FREE 0 11 1 This offer expires 11·12·84 
1 Good only at 1916 Centr<ll S E I 
IJ!I.•.!J! __ !!JI!.I!!_JI!I_I!!! __ !!JI!_!I!!!_II!I.!!II_.!I!! . II!I.IIJ!I_!!II _ !!!I!_!I!!!_II!!_I!!I _ !!1!.!1!-1!!1 .. 1!!11 •• !11! .. 11!!.11!!1.'!" .•• !'I!!II!I.W .... M-111111!11111--------·--------------------------------....1 1916 Central Ave. SE 
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Students must know issues 
By John Schoeppner 
Election day is almost here. 
The course our nation will follow 
for decades to come will be de-
termined by the outcome of 
November 6. The youth of our 
nation should play a big role in 
determining that outcome. Uni-
versity students are responsible 
to be the intellectual leaders of 
our youth. Students must be 
aware of all campaign issues be-
fore them. 
ASUNM, NMPIRG and other 
groups registered nearly 4,000 
new voters on campus during 
the first month of this semester. 
These four thousand and all 
other voters are now responsible 
for knowing who and what they 
are voting for. 
October IS a perfect month for 
voter education. Between mid-
terms, homework and jobs, stu-
dr.nts should spend their time re-
viewing candidates and what 
they stand for. Questions of nuc· 
!e:'r holocaust, excessive federal 
deficits, Central America and stu-
dent financial aid should be 
addressed by all aspiring public 
officia.ls. 
Aaoclolt4 Slv .. ll of lho Ullimoily of Now Mt1ico 
There are various means to be 
educated on political issues, For 
example, reading daily news-
papers and watching nightly 
news are effective means of in-
formation dissemination. In fact, 
the Dally Lobo has an excellent 
weekly column written by Allen 
Pope, entitled "Political Land· 
scape.'' This column effectively 
deals with many major cam-
paign issues and personalities. I 
encourage all students and 
others to read Mr. Pope's 
column. 
Other events, many of which 
are sponsored by ASUNM, give 
the voter the opportunity to see 
candidates and other political fi-
gures discuss issues on campus. 
The first of these forums was 
held last Tuesday night at the 
Student Union Building. Even 
though only 25 participants 
showed up to see State House of 
Representatives (District 18) 
candidates Cisco McSorley, Ho-
ward Finster and Barry Hatcher 
square off, everyone felt it was a 
very productive voter eduoation 
forum. 
This Sunday night, U.S. Sena-
tor Jeff Bingaman and John 
Zacarro Jr. will discuss issues 
pertinentto the young American. 
This event will be open to the 
public, and attendance is very 
much encouraged. The Senator 
will be speaking at 7 p.m. Sun-
day, Oct. 14, in room 122 of the 
Geology building. 
On Monday night, Oct. 15 at 7 
p.m., ASUNM is hosting a debate 
forum in room 250 of the SUB. 
This forum will be live television 
coverage of the Pratt-Domenici 
Senatorial debate. Refreshments 
will be served for all in attend· 
ance. We will have a discussion 
of the major points covered by 
the candidates immediately fol-
lowing the debate. 
Tuesday night (same room), 
State Senate candidate Tom 
Rutherford and Don Devoti will 
discuss all issues pertinent to 
their race in an open forum. This 
will begin at 7:30 pm. 
We cannot chose candidates 
who are responsible to their con-
stituencies, if we do not know the 
issues. 
All newly registered voters 
should be conscious voters. God 
only knows that most of us are 
not. Get educated, knowledge-
able and be responsible. Know 
who is running, what the issues 
are, and vote. 
... tellers .. 
Coke house ironic 
Editor: 
On Oct. 9 the Dally Lobo re-
ported that a group on campus 
built the "Great House of Coke" 
as part of "World Food Week". 
This is ironic, because when 
the workers atthe Coca-Cola bot-
tling company in Guatemala in 
the mid-seventies tried to orga-
nize to alleviate their hunger, 
"four years of mass firings, milit-
ary raids and assassinations fol-
lowed." The franchise owner 
"had connections with the milit-
ary and right·Wing death 
squads.''(1) 
A more effective contribution 
to the fight against world hunger 
would be to pressure the multi· 
national companies to stop their 
repressive policies in third world 
nations. 
(1 I Barry, T., Wood, B. and 
Preusch, D., Dollars and Dicta· 
tors. A Guide to Centrai.America, 
1982, p. 128. 
Lee Imhof 
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Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
,..tellers 
Homecoming controversy not racial 
Editor: 
This letter is in rebuttal to the letter that Christ· 
ine Hooper published in the Daily Lobo. As a mem-
ber of the. 1984 Homecoming Committee, I feel 
that the actions of write-in candidate Kelly Davis 
are anything but ethical orfair.lnstead of speaking 
about whose interests are being represented, I · 
would like to present some facts. First of all, all 
candidates were required to sign and date an ap-
plication form for Homecoming Royalty, This ap· 
plication gave all the criteria necessary to run and 
stated clearly what the rules of the election were. 
The application stated that the candidates for king 
and queen were to be voted on by the general 
student body on Oct. 1 o. These candidates were to 
be the six finalists selected by the Homecoming 
Royalty selection committee, A copy of the signed 
and dated application of Ms. Kelly Davis is in the 
ASUNM office. By signing and dating this applica· 
tion, Ms. Davis also agreed to follow the rules of 
the campaign and the criteria. She made no pro· 
test until after she was not selected for the final 
vote. However, she was aware of the rules before 
she entered the process. During her interview, the 
rules were explained to her again. 
Fourteen candidates were in the running. Out of 
these fourteen, only six were selected. Other 
candidates that were not selected also asked ab-
out write-in campaigns and were advised by the 
committee that they could not. So why does Ms. 
Davis think she has the right to flagrantly violate 
rules that she agreed to follow? Ms. Davis has 
accused the Selection Committee of discrimina-
tion and racism. Four of the members of the com-
mittee are from minority groups themselves. Last 
year, Christine Rivas was the Homecoming 
Queen. She is not in a sorority and is a member of 
a minoritY group. The year before last, the Queen 
was also a minority. So, who are we trying to kid? 
Race here is not the issue. She simply is using her 
race as an excuse. 
The Homecoming Committee did not choose 
the selection criteria or the process. The alumni 
Homecoming Committee gave the rules to us. Ms. 
Davis has spoken with Charlene Chavez on this 
issue. This morning I informed Mrs. Chavez of the 
actions of Ms. Davis and she assured me that the 
Homecoming Committee for the Alumni would 
stand behind their decision. 
During this controversy, Ms. Davis's actions 
were extremely outlandish. She has created 
scenes at polling places and has tried to disrupt 
the voting. I would not vote for Ms. Davis because 
to me she represents the anthesis of UNM spirit. I 
would not be proud to have her as my queen or 
ambassador. Her supporters have conducted 
smear campaigns directed against the legitimate 
candidates. If Ms. Davis is allowed to conduct her 
write-in candidacy, then I would invite all of the 
candidates who did not make the final list to also 
protest that they should have been allowed to 
conduct their campaigns also. In fact, I would in· 
vite those candidates to ask that the election be 
declared invalid because they did not have an 
equal opportunity to run a campaign and the re-
sults could have been changed. Now, Ms. Davis-
that is discrimination. The time and energy she 
used to protest could have been used in a positive 
way, such as helping with the Homecoming Com-
mittee. That is what the spirit of UNM should be all 
about, 
Katherine A. Thurston 
ASUNM Homecoming Committee 
r 
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Where we were • • • 
'Spirit of UNM' promises 'Dickens' of a Homecoming 
By Juliette Torrez ing down memory lane. territory of New Mexico. 
The UNM Homecoming tradition 
was ushered in with the growing 
popularity of foutball. ln its first re-
corded football games, UNM lost 
twice to Albuquerque High, 0-5, 0· 
8. 
As the University of New Mexico 
prepares for the 1984 Homecoming, 
the ghost of homecoming past com· 
bincs with the ghost of homecoming 
present to take UNM alumni stroll-
In 1892, the University consisted 
of an all-purpose Hodgin Hall oper-
ating as the University of New Mex-
ico for some !08 students. New 
Mexico hadn't even become a state 
then; it was still operating as the 
Aerial view of UNM and Albuquerque in 1932 
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Education Loans 
from one of 
America's Largest! 
The first step on your way to an affordable college education. 
City Federal Savings with nearly 
$7 billion dollars in assets offers 
these innovative education 
loan programs: 
• GSL (Guaranteed Student Loans) 
•.• up to $2,500 per academic year for 
Undergraduate Students ... up to 
$5,000 for Graduate Students. 
• PLUS (Parent loans for Under-
graduate Students) •.. up to an 
additional $3,000 per academic year 
for parents and students. 
• HEAL (Health Education 
Assistance loans) ... up to $12,500 
or $20,000 for Medical Students. 
City's Innovative Education Loan Programs ••• 
Low Interest Loans for Tomorrow's Professionals ... Today! 
For more information, complete the form below and mail it to; 
City Federal Savings, Education Loan Department 
1 Towne Center, 61211ndian School Road, N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87110 
Or call TOLL FREE 800·321•8113 
--------------------~--------------YES! Please send me more information 
and an application. I am interested in: 
D Student loan D PLUS 
D HEAL o All of the above 
Address. 
City -~--Siole-·~· ._Zip_ 
Phone:..<-----'------~~-~ 
----------~-----~-~------~---------City Federal Savings • One of America's Largest 
~ j 
~ ~ 
!I ~ ! A Nationwide Financial Services Network of Over 250 Offices i 
o.,-.J.,.,. ,... , C . - - - ~"'~•- - -- - -- - . l.,o./ 
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In 1983, the following year, 
UNM won three out of four games. 
The Lobos beat rival New Mexico 
State, 25-5. 
The first out-of-state game by 
UNM was played in !908 agai~st the 
University of Arizona. The Wtldcats 
beat the Lobos, 10-5. 
The UNM football team had the 
distinction, in 1929, of being the 
first U.S. football team to travel by 
plane. Coach Roy Johnson took half 
the team to California by train, and 
the remainder of the team followed 
by plane. 
The original football field was 
situated where the UNM Bookstore 
and Ortega Hall are now. Before the 
football field was built to include a 
grandstand, the spectators watched 
the game from the vantage point of 
the vehicles. 
Since then, the spirit of UNM has 
continued to grow. From the origin· 
al 108 students, UNM now boasts a 
student population of about 24,000. 
In recent years, to accommodate 
the growth of the student popula· 
tion, construction has added nearly 
1.5 million square feet of buildings 
to the campus. 
With the growth of the University 
came the development of sports, in 
particular. football. 
UNM has had strong alumni parti· 
cipation in the past. many cnming 
back to witness a gumc between 
UNM and rivals. Graduates would 
come back and visit the campus. and 
sec old friends. 
The first homecoming may have 
originated out of the large bonfires 
organized by the students before a 
football game, 
The rallies developed into a grca· 
ter.event, with speeches, dances the 
return of alumni and finally blos-
soming into the annual homecoming 
event UNM now recognizes. 
During the early 1940s, dormitor-
ies, fraternities and sororities began 
decorating their domiciles during 
homecoming. In 1959, 16,000 cars 
were counted driving through the 
campus looking at the house decora-
tions. The dorms, and fraternities 
would also invite visiting alumni to 
stay with them. 
Another major event of UNM 
Homecoming, besides the house de-
corations and the football game, was 
the parade. The parade would start at 
the corner of University and Central, 
and continue through the center of 
town to Eighth or Tenth Street. 
Many groups and organizations 
on ca"?pus were active in the parade, 
and pnzes were awarded for the best 
float, as well as the best house de-
coration. 
The parade continues but not as 
consistently as it was in the past. 
B~b Henry, director of Hodgin Hall, 
sa1d that parades would "probably 
continue every few years." 
This year's Homecoming, cnti· 
tied ·'the Spirit of UNM,'' iiJVolvcs 
alumni, parents and students in a 
week-long celebration of UNl\.1\ 
success. 
Buy One PIZZA 
Get 011e FREE! 
Buy any Size Original Round Pizza 
at regul.ar price and get the identical 
pizza f,.. with this coupon! 
AT A COHVINIINf LmU CAESAIS NEAl YOU 
ATRISCO PLAZA FAIR PLAZA 
4201 Central NW Lomas/San Pedro NE 
836-1364 262·1491 
Expires 10·19·84 
.~~@@;~~ 
BacaS 
[!) - .._____,~; 
Mexican Restaurant & cocktail Lounge 
All Major credit cards Accepted 
It a.m. to 9 p.m. sun •• Thurs. 
II a.m. to 10 p.m. Friday and saturday 
265·2636 
for carry·out service call 
!!66•2925 
3311 central Ave. NE 
Between Carlisle and Girard 
aaca•s 
i--~-------------------~--------------~ I 10% off I 
I , . .. I 
1 With this coupon I 
I and valid UNM ID L . . (Students, !'acuity and suut) I 
------------------------------------~ 
The 30'S 
'Pueblo on the mesa' expands 
Depression years time of productivity at UNM 
Bread lines, hobos riding the rails 
and unemployment were all familiar 
scenes during the Depression years 
of the 1930s. For the University of 
New Mexico, however, it wus one 
of the most productive periods in its 
history. 
James Fulton Zimmerman was 
made president of UNM in 1927 and 
ushered .in one of the most fruitful 
era~ in the University's history. 
Under his administration, which 
continued for 17 years, the Universi-
ty expanded its enrollment, physical 
size and number of buildings. 
Although UNM's first president, 
Dr. William Tight, originated the 
idea of using pueblo-style 
architecture at the University (Tight 
was dismissed after remodeling the 
administration building), it was 
Zimmerman's continuation of that 
vision that provided UNM with its 
singular architectural design. The 
University became known as "the 
pueblo on the mesa.'' 
The design of the new buildings, 
however, generated opposition from 
the community and faculty, but 
Zimmerman saw beauty in the in· 
digeneous style and managed to 
·communicate this to the community. 
Subsequently, UNM became 
famous for its unique design. 
The structures built during this 
time included a new dining hall 
(now Bandelier East), the presi-
dent's home, a new administration 
building (Scholes Hall), a swim· 
ming pool, a public-health labora-
tory, a student union building, (now 
anthropology), a heating plant, a 
new biology building, a field house 
and stadium, and the library that 
bears his name. 
,. .I:te also fou.nd a way to finance his 
building progrum - by capitalizing 
on the federal relief programs that 
were implemented during the De-
pression. 
Nearly 20 new structures were 
built during his administration. 
Zimmerman was also in-
strumental in the allocation of Uni-
versity land for fraternity and soror-
ity houses, and faculty homes. 
Many of these structures were built 
in the pueblo style, 
UNM also experienced a popula-
tion boost. During the first I 0 years 
of Zimmerman's administration, en-
rollment increased from 610 to 
2,569. 
Scholastic improvement was 
another of Zimmerman's priorities. 
By the 1920s, UNM had become 
University takes on new colors 
reflective of state's grandeur 
Cherry red and silver weren't al-
ways the colors of the University of 
New Mexico. 
The late Henry Kcmperich, class 
of 1896. recounted how UNM 
changed its colors of black and gold 
to red and silver, to then alumni 
director "Bub" Henry. when Henry 
visited Kempcrich at his Palo Alto 
home in Califonia. 
Kcmperich showed Henry a copy 
of the commencement invitation 
with UNM's original svmbol, and in 
reminiscing about the old days. gave 
this account: 
The class of '96 dcc.ided that the 
Sandias and the Manzano Moun· 
tains late in the evening reflected a 
bright cherry or crimson color from 
the sunset. 
r--~ ........... ---------• I SOUND ENGINEERING I 
I COURSE 1 
1 6 week course taught 1 
at the Sound Studio 1 
I A 16 track recording studio 1 
I Taught by lanv Kronen. 1 I An engln•etfproducef from San tranclscc> I I Starts 101~2 1 For Info call !165·5689 1 
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Second 
Chance 
Lowest rric::esl 
They also noticed. while on pic-
nics then in vogue in the Sandia 
Mountains. that the Rio Grande 
looked like a silver ribbon weaving 
its way through Albuquerque's 
valley. 
Thus. decided the class of '96, the 
combination of the two colors span· 
ned much of what was beautiful. 
THE BAKERY CAFE 
PRESENTS 
A SUNDAY 
SPECIAL 
from noon tilt four 
sunburgers and baked potato 
with mlso·mushtoomljtavy 
with LIVE MUSt'-
118 Yale SE 255·0717 
more of a true University (originally 
few students had qualified for col-
legiate studies because of the lack of 
public schools in New Mexico), and 
both faculty and administration had 
been working to get some sort of 
national accreditation for years. ln 
1933, the University reached that 
goal when it was included on the 
Association of American Universi-
ties' list of approved institutions. 
UNM started the decade with four 
colleges. Between 1936 and 1938, a 
general college was created for a 
two-year period on a trial bMis. The 
DISPLAY ADS 
IN THE 
DAILY LOBO 
ARE SEEN 
Saturday 
Oct. 13, 1984 
college was intended for two types 
of students: those interested in a 
broad, generalit:ed education; and 
those desiring a semi-professional 
course of study. The college was 
discontinued in 1939. 
The College of Fine Arts was 
approved in the spring of 1936 and 
accepted students in the fall of that 
year. 
The students of the era were be-
coming incrcusingly concerned with 
foreign and domestic politics. With 
the events that preceded World War 
li in .Europe, many speakers who 
had been studying the situation 
abroad were invited to campus as 
part. of a "Peace Campaign." 
The new student union building 
was given the name "Associated 
Students' Building," reported the 
April3, 1936, issue of the New Me.r-
ico Lobo, because ''at the present 
time on many campuses there is an 
organization called the Student Un· 
ion. The Student Union organization 
is a group of students which tend 
toward socialistic ideas and arc con-
sidered radical on most campuses.'' 
UNM's 50th anniversary in 1939 
virtually ended that decade of pro· 
ductivity. Many of the goals set by 
the community, such as the building 
program and the recruitment of more 
students, had been met. However, 
with the outbreak of World War II in 
1940, the goal of world peace 
proved to be as yet unattainable. 
OOPS I PLEASE NOTE, 
THE OCTOBER 14 DATE PUBLISHED ON 
TH~ FLYER IS AN ERROR 
I 
-._...., .. 
JOHN MILliNGTON SYNGE'S 
'1'111~ J»J .. ll YIJO Y 
OF '1'111~ 
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ROBEY TJIEATRE 
OCTOBER II, 1%, 13, 18, 19, %0 
CD&I'i.IR'I'dll ...... 
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JOIN US ON ANY OF THE OTHER DATES 
FOR A NIGHT OF ENTERTAINMENT 
INVITE YOUR PARENTS 
& 
PLAN TO ATTEND 
Registration 
Campus Tours 
Special 
9:0o-3:30 p.m. 
9:0o-3:00 p.m. 
Events 9:30 a.m.-4:00p.m. 
Various Colleges and Departments 
Football Game 7:00p.m. 
UNM vs. Colorado State University 
PARENTS DAY/HOMECOMING 
Bring this ad in for 
$4.00 off 
All Services In This 
Schooi.Are Performed By 
Students In Training 
lotos "Feel So lively" permanent wave 
fntlud~s Hairwt, Shampoo & Set 
Offt>r Good Thursday, friday,. Salllrdav 
Thru O(t. 31,1984 
New and Vintage Clothes, 
Jewell}', household items, 
lamps, furniture, etc. 
~0% discount with this ad 
2~~3 Central SE 
266·4266 
3804 Central Ave S.E. \~~~~~~~~~255·4sso=aiiiiiiiiEEiit 265·8781; 
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The World War II years 
Green pots, required UNM civilian-freshman attire 
By Maria DeVarcnne 
The predominance of military 
uniforms on the University 11f New 
Mcxko campus and a variety of 
UNM traditions accented student 
life during World War 1!. 
Between December 1941 and Au· 
gust 1945, UNM saw the list of stu-
dents and faculty in the services 
grow larger and larger. 
Along with the Navy's V-12 
Batt:1lion and the Army's meteorol-
ogy program on campus, the major-
ity of the students were in the 
military. 
The July 9, 1943, headline of the 
Nc•w Mnirol,obo read, '"Uniforms 
Arc Popular on U Campus: Hun-
dreds of Service Men Arc En-
mllcd." 
The 1944Mimxot:ttcd, '"Half of 
the ~tudcnt enrollment consists of 
sailors sent to college by the Navy 
Department." 
The V ·12 unit at l lNM was purt of 
tlw Navnl College Twining Program 
that provided college training and 
hu.:hground l\1r navnl. ofTker candi-
uatc~-. 
Thl' naval traim•cs were both 
,aJ!or' and ~·ollcge 'tud<1nts. While 
<tttt!ndin~ d;ts.,cs und participating 
in ~tudent ac:th itie,, these students 
were <tho ,aiJur' subjected to the 
naval dis.:iplinc and regulations or 
tht!tr full-time counterpart~. They 
TCl'~'I\CU the pay oJ' :Ill apprentice 
..,cuman. 
The Am1y sent 200 men to the 
University in March, 1943, to re-
ceive training in Army Meteorolo-
gy. The pre-meteorological program 
included vectorial mechanics, car-
tography, specialized geography, 
advanced physics and technical En-
glish. 
The unit would drill in the field 
adjacent to H.okona Dom1itory every 
morning. and the unit members 
would march and sing on their way 
to and from classes. 
The program at UNM took six 
months to complete, and the unit 
graduated to cadet standing and 
"A" school. 
The unit's graduation ceremony 
included the campus Army and 
Navy units marching together in a 
display which "demonstrated the 
contribution of college throughout 
the nation to the war effort," the 
1944 M imxt' stated. 
Ellen Ann Ryan, who was presi-
dent of the Student Council in 1945, 
said it was "the most patriotic time 
you could imagine. Everyone sup-
ported the war effort." 
Ryan. the second woman to pres-
ide over the student body. said, 
"The Associated Women Students 
did all kinds of things. We rolled 
bandages, knitted sweaters; we en-
tcitaincd ut the Veteruns Hospital 
ami for the prisoners of war.'' 
The Red Cross Room, a salvage 
clothing drive and a penny drive for 
soldier kits were sponsored by the 
Associotcu Women Students. 
The Women's Wing was an orga-
nization that trained young women 
for future duty with the Wafs. The 
organization was part of the Civil 
Air Patrol training program. 
The amount of social activity on 
campus was enormous "because 
that's why lot of us stayed in 
school," Ryan said, 
A notice in the New Me.>:! co Lobo 
advertised ''green pots for dvilian 
freshman," The notice continued, 
''Fulfilling UNM tradition, every 
civilian freshman must purch<lse and 
wear u pot.'' It listed additional rules 
for freshmen, enforced by members 
ofKhatali and Vigilante, sophomore 
men's honoraries, The rules in-
cluded, "Pots must be worn on the 
campus every day except Sunday 
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m." A freshman 
had to '''button his pot," which 
meant to touch the red button on the 
top of the pot, Also, freshmen were 
forbidden to walk on the grass. 
Ryan said sports were popular and 
that the "old football stadium" was 
located where the Student Union 
Building is now. The 1944 football 
team won the Sun Bowl and Ann 
Chisholm, known tod;Jy as UNM 
Regent Ann Jourdan, was selected 
as a Sun Bowl princess, Chisholm 
later married the 1944 football co-
captain, Bill Jourdan. 
Ryan estimated more than half of 
the student body belonged to a soror-
continued on page 9 
Surnc of the battalion members 
were already in the service: some 
h<tu already been in C<lllcgc: and 
others were straight out of high 
school. The Navy ROTC members 
received commissions when they 
completed their training :tt UNM. 
A student/faculty forum met reg-
ularly to discuss post·war problems. 
and the Spurs, a sophomore 
women's national honorary service 
organization. sponsored war-stamp 
sales. 
Many UNM students were in uniform during the 1940's. 
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Mum corsages for Homecoming. Buy 
one for your sweetheart, mom, or that 
special someone ... 
On sale Friday in the SUB 
9-4 $10.00 sponsored by 
TRAILBLAZERS 
s 5 $ § 
~ For more info. or ~ ~ Ma~~~~-g~~c;,r52~~~587 i 
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NATURAL FIBER CLOTHING FOR WOMEN AND 
CHILDREN 
20°/o OFF 
women's cotton lingerie: 
teddys • socks • sweats 
• camisoles • and Maidenform bras 
• and selected sleepwear 
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The 'O'S War--
continued from page 8 
Redman delayed medical career for war 1 
ity or a fraternity. However, she 
added, "The University had a strong 
independent organization too." 
The University dances and balls 
were always popular among the stu-
dents. Ryan said Homecoming 
wasn't the only time a queen was 
chosen. The fraternities each 
selected a queen, and the engineer-
ing students selected a queen. There 
was also a popularity queen and a 
beauty queen. 
By Maria DeVarenne 
J~ck.Rcdman enro~led at the University of New Mexico in 1942 with 
asp~raho~s ofbecommg A doctor, but the Naval ROTC unit thought an 
engmeenng background would be more useful to him. 
,~edman, who sa~d it was "a marvelous experience" to serve in the 
mthtary, c~~ng~d hts curriculum to engineering from pre-med and was 
v~~~ on achve duty" July 1, 1943, with the V-12 Battalion at 
. The Navy V ·12 college training program consisted of six companies 
wtth two platoons each. The battalion commander, company and 
platoon officers were all student officers. They were entrusted with a 
large part of the responsibility for the conduct of the entire unit. 
"There was a total of 500 men in the battalion. We were housed in 
some of the dorms - Hokona Hall was one, and some of the fraternity 
houses," including Kappa Alpha, Sigma Chi and Pi Kappa Alpha, 
Redman said. 
He said the campus life at UNM was wonderful. ''The Naval ROTC 
was made up of dedicated young men. We interacted with the rest of 
the student body- with the fraternities and sororities and the indepen-
dent groups," Redman said. 
He called the behavior of the entire campus community "exem-
plary. We could all participate in activities together. and there weren't 
some of the problems you find on today's campuses." 
Redman said the V -12 and ROTC units sponsored dances and put on 
an annualshow. "It was a wonderful show, the highlight ofihe year. 
"'(e'd spoof the navy officers, teachers and people we went to school 
W!th." 
. ':fe said the ex~ellen~e of UNM's faculty and student body was "a 
V!Stble and ongomg thmg .. It got better each year, 
"The great multiplicity of educational opportunities offered at 
UNM covered every line of endeavor that a student would have 
wanted," Redman said. 
. fie sa.id tha~ people he attended school with arc now prominent 
ctttzens mclu~t~g John Robb Jr. Robb is. a lawyer and the director of 
th.e Dru9 Addiction Recovery Enterprise program, now known as New 
Life. H1s father, John Robb Sr., was a clean at UNM. 
Because of the war em.m, Redm~n left UNM in January 1945, one 
s~~este~ short ~f graduatiOn. He sa1d the Navy ROTC members '¥ere 
dtvtded !n a vanety of groups including PT boats, submarines, or the 
Navy Atr Corps. 
Redman said .whe~ he got out of the service in 1946, he returned to 
school at the Umvers1ty of Colorado at Boulder. He didn't attend UNM 
because of course requirment changes that occured during the year he 
was gone. . 
At the University of Colorado, Redman picked up the pre-med 
credits he .need~d and e~~ered Medical Sc.hool. He graduated in 1950 
and re-enlisted m the mtl1tary. He served m the Medical Corps during 
the Korean War. 
~t. I of ~his year O?ark~d Redman's 34th year in private practice. 
Iromcally, hts first patten! m 1951 was his old classmate, John Robb 
Jr., and the first baby he delivered was Steve Ross, director of the 
UNM Alumni Association. 
••• C:ltPSC WltP Jlave Answered C:lte eat! 
These are the men and women who have left the classrooms and laboratories of this University 
to serve in the Armed Forces of the United States. This is not just a list of names. These are 
people we have known. We have been to classes with them, we have cheered them on in the 
last few minutes of a game, we have talked and dreamed with them in the Sub, in fraternity and 
sorority houses, and in the laboratories. Theirs is the momentous task of doing what we who 
are left behind can never do . 
WE SALUTE THEM. WE PRAY FOR THEM. WE LOOK FORWARD TO THE DAY 
OF THEIR RETURNING. 
YOUR COLLEGE 
EXPERIENCE ••• 
(it should be more than 
textbook learning) 
Delta Upsilon Fraternity is establishing a new chap-
ter at UNM. If you are .interested in becoming a 
founding member of one of America·s oldest college 
fraternities, contact Dave Legman of the Head-
quarters Staff at 243-5693 or 277-4706. 
DELTA UPSILON FRATERNITY 
Homecoming was a "rationed" 
celebration. The traditional house 
decorations, fireworks and parade 
were missing, and the luminarias 
were limited to the administration 
building, The Homecoming queen 
was Jeanne Yashvin, and the Lobo's 
football team beat the Flagstaff 
Lumberjacks, 26-6. 
Ryan said, "It was an important 
time for those of us who were 
there." UNM provided "quality 
education for being a small school. 
We were acquainted with everyone 
and participated in everything," she 
said. 
The New Mexico Lobo's headline 
on Nov. 5, 1943, said "UNM Lobo 
may cease publication." The paper 
was seeking an allotment from the 
General Activites Fund to pay off 
debts totaling $230. 
UNM President James Zimmer-
man died "right before graduation 
in November 1944," she said. 
"Stan Kenton's band played at the 
graduation dance in the Student Un-
ion which was located where the 
Maxwell Museum is today," she 
said. 
Ryan said most of the students 
went straight through college -
going three semesters a year. The 
University began scheduling three 
semester each year because of the 
war. "It wasn't always grim and dis-
mal. We were serious students, but 
we made our own entertainment 
back then," Ryan said. 
A COLLEGE TRADITION FOR 150 YEARS OUR 
Ladies 
lk Men's 
20°/o Off 
lobo 
men's 
shop 
2120 Central SE 
243-6954 
Now Open 
sundays 
11-5 
GOAL 
IS 
SERVING 
YOU 
BE'I'TER. 
• 2620 Carlisle Blvd. NE 
• Juan Tabo & Montgomery 
Blvd. NE 
• 2240 Wyoming Blvd. NE 
• 6125 4th St. & Guadalupe 
Trail NW 
• 6300 San Mateo Blvd. NE 
• 1601 Arenal Blvd. SW 
• 202512th St. NW 
• 5401 Central Blvd. NW 
• 6001 Lomas Blvd. NE 
• 320 Yale Blvd. SE 
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GrAND OPENING SALE The 50'S 
15% · 40% off oil clorhing 
'54 Lobo made Homecoming history 
ON 
BRC)ADWAY 
(Formerly Vtnt~ OQSS!c;) 
11-6 Fri & Sor OGt 19·20 
400 Oroa(.iwoy SE 
CSE Corner of Leqd & Oroadwoy) 
[twas mid-November 1954. Tom 
Popejoy was president, enrollment 
approached a record at 4, 600, and a 
series of events sparked by a field 
goal, made Homecoming history at 
the University of New Mexico, 
As reported by the Nov, 16, 1954, 
issue -of the Daily Lobo. the hero of 
the day was Ray "Punchy" Guerct-
NEW MEXICO UNION 
HOMECOMING 
SCHEDULE: 
* GAMES ROOM, LOWER LEVEL 
• Parents Play FREE Pool/Table Tennis when 
accompanied by their ONM student 
Friday 8:30am-llpm Saturday llam-llpm 
• FREE Play in Video Room on 
selected machines for everyone! 
Friday from 9am-3pm 
* SIDEWALK CAFE, MAIN LEVEL 
Open Saturday From B.Allll 
Omelette Shop • Soup & Salad Bar 
Deli • Pasta Bar • Drinks and Snacks 
* MERCADO, MAIN LEVEL 
Open Saturday 8am·2pm 
Cigarettes • Wrapped & Bulk Candy • Cards 
Plants • Magazines • Sundries 
* THOMPSON GALLERY, MAIN LEVEL 
Open House Saturday 10am·4pm 
Music • Refreshments 
New Mexico Watercolor Society Juried Exhibition 
* UNION GALLERY, LOWER LEVEL, 
NORTH 
Open Saturday 8 am-11 pm 
Prints by Bethia Brehmer 
te who kicked a 42-yard. tie-
br~aking field goal in th~ closing 
minutes of the Homecmmng game 
against Colorado A & M (now Col-
orado State) to give the Lobos a I 0-7 
victory. 
The report in the Lobo described 
.the action: "With 2; 18 minutes re-
maining in the game and fourth 
down with 9 yards to go on the Aggie 
continued on page 11 
SATURDAY'S HERO, Ray"Punchy" Guerette is shown with head 
coach Bob Titchenal as he thanks the student body for its support 
during the 10 to 7 victory over Colorado A&M Saturday. Guerette 
place kicked a 42-yard field goal in the closing minutes of the game 
to break a 7 to 7 tie. Gi.ving much of the credit to Titchenal, last 
year's Skyline conference "Coach of the Year,'' Guerette said he had 
doubts about the success of the field goal attempt when ''Titch" 
decided to Jet him try. "When it went over, I sill didn't believe it. 
I looked for a red Bag somewhere," said Guerette, 
Jack's Lounge 
and 
Restaurant 
Luncheon specials doily 
Monday-Friday 11 om-1 0 pm 
Home of the Lobo Durger 
ond the Dest Pizzo In Town 
Carry-Out Orders 242·7490 
1504 Central SE 
(5 blks West of UNM) 
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History--~--------- THE SmNE BoY 
continued from page 10 
34-yard llne, Guerette powered the 
football through the goal posts from 
an angle to the right to win the 
game." 
The moment was later compared 
to a similar game held 27 years ear-
lier, in which T-om Popejoy (later to 
become UNM president) had kicked 
a field goal enabling UNM to beat 
Arizona, 3-0. 
The game gave rise to a weekend-
long pep rally that took UNM stu-
dents from one corner of the city to 
another. 
Nearly 300 students gathered in 
front of Popejoy's house that Sun-
day asking that classes be excused 
on Monday. Popejoy, in New York 
at the time. was reported to have left 
a message allowing a "student body 
assembly," and students took a half-
day holiday. But the celebration did 
no,t stop there .. 
An account of one of the rallies 
reported in lh\l Lobo stated: "Nearly 
100 cars, f!lll of University student 
bodies, appeared at Highland (high 
school). The students ran and para-
ded through the halls, yelling and 
singing. The disgruntled Highland 
principal expressed disfavor w;th 
the exhibition because all class work 
had to stop. But the Highland stu-
dents entered into the spirit of the 
thing and gave a few yells of their 
own., 
Yet another pep rally. the largest, 
with members of the marching band 
singing "For He's a Jolly Good Fel-
low" on their way toward Fourth 
Street and Central Avenue. The 
Albuquerque Police Department 
was called to block traffic so the 
students could pass. 
The I 954 Homecoming queen 
was Dorothy Lewis, head majorette 
for the marching bnno. 
Although a tradition today, 
Homecoming seemed to be more an 
enthusiastic social event 30 years 
ago. There were events ~uch as a 
bonfire coronation ceremony and a 
pep rally the night before the game, 
sponsored by various campus 
groups and organizations, that led to 
the heart of the celebration - the 
footbnll game. 
And on Nov. 13 1954, the stu-
dents at UNM had a reason to cele-
brate. 
Starts Today! One Week Only! 
1\Jtghtly: 7:15 Be 9:15 
Sat. & Sun. Matinees: 3:15 & 5:15 
Starts Today! One Week Only! 
Nightly: s:oo & 9:45 DOM PA.M'CHO"S 
Sat. & Sun. Matinees: 2:45, 4:30 & 6:15. 21()8CENTRAL S.E./247·4414 
CHANCE 
BAR & GRILLE 
Join the moose 
lor the 
Fat Chance 
Homecoming Party! 
Moosehead bottles $1.25 
from 3:00 until they are gone 
Happy hour prices through 
the world series came 
come Join us IDr 
a great lunch and party! 
Homecoming party starts 
Saturday, Oct. 13, at 3:00 
LOBO CHEERLEADERS took to the air at 
Fourth and Central in downtown Albuquerque 
yesterday morning after the pep rally in the 
SUB. Membera of the stndent body held up down· 
town traffic for about 15 minutes as they con· 
tinued their celebrations at the businest inter-
section in town, City pollee provided an escort 
for the car caravan carrying the students down· 
town and then directed traffic around tHe inter· 
section. After the rally on the President's lawn 
at 10 Sunday night, about 50 U students had their 
own rally downtown, singing the fight song and 
giving yells. 
FAY CHANCE BAR & GRILLE 
2216 Central S.E. 265·7531 
Open Mon.·Sat. 11a.m.·2a.m. 
•ood served 11a.m.·11p.m. 
I ADVERTISE IN THE DAILy LOBO I 
------------------------------· 1 COUPON 1 
I I 
I I 
t Now your favorite 
I donuts are even harder 
I - sist• tore _. 
13 donuts for $2.00 
DUNK1f DONUI 
It's worth the trip. 
1900 Central SE, Albuquerque 
Open 7 Days a Week 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Something 
Special 
"Sondra" -
a stunning hi·heel boot 
of soft noppo leather to wear 
cuffed or up. Available in cashew. bone, 
block or grey. 
Downtown " W1nrock 
Montgomery Plaza 
a,~.e, 
iclel 
W111rock's North Moll 
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* DOMESTIC * INTERNATONAL 
"PERSONAL & PROMPT SERVICE" 
• AIRLINE TICKETS AT NO EXTRA COST 
• FREE BUSINESS DELIVERY 
• CHARTER TOURS & FLIGHTS 
• CRUISES • GROUPS 
• CAR RENTALS 
• SKI TRIPS 
• SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS 
• HEALTH SPAS & RESORTS 
• MOTELS • HOTELS 
• MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
COMPLETE TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS 
FOR INDIVIDUALS & GROUPS 
247·2363 
411 Bellamah NW 
e 
I 
and after the game enjoy a 
Start with a new double~baked builery 
brown trust that s crispy on the oulsldl! 
and hQhl on the Inside ... wilh an extra 
bed ol motzatella baked tlghf in. 
Make plans hJ try ont today. Eidta deep 
rilll!'d·lo·lhe•brim pan plua. New from 
Godfather·s Pizza. 
Add a n~~:w chunk)" ·lom·ato sauce bubbling 
underfayer~ of you~ favorite topping a_"_d 
shll more chee!le. You've-got a r1ew deep 
pan pizza Jeeond to none! 
1300 Central St • 168·4504 
Central and Harvard (Across from UNM) 
~ ....... 
----..--'-!-~._ ... _. Piz .. ~----s za. 
Homeco~ning 1984 
University of New Mexico vs. Colorado State University 
The Lobos are coming off of a 
disappointing loss last Friday 
night to the Utah Utes. Poor play 
in all aspects of the game led to 
UNM's first defeat of the year 
and balanced their WAC mark at 
1" 1. Another conference loss 
would, in all likelihood. elimin" 
ate the Wolfpack from the race. 
UNM will be without the ser-
vices of All"WAC performer 
Johnny Jackson for at least 
another week. Frank Reina, a 
junior from Santa Clara, Calif .. 
will fill in at Jackson's lineback· 
ing spot. The Lobos n;ay also 
bring in an extra defenSIVe back 
at times. 
Lobo Coach Joe Lee Dunn 
commenting on Colorado State 
said, "They're one of the big.gcst 
teams we play all year, espcc~ally 
up front, and big teams have be.en 
hard for us to handle. They play 
us close every year, and I don't 
see this game being any diffe-
rent." 
The key for the Lobos on 
offense will be to find the con-
sistency they've lacked up to this 
point. At times, the offense has 
been outstanding, but "at times" 
won't be good enough to defeat 
the Lobos remaining opponents, 
CSU included. 
Defensively, UNM will have 
to contain Ram running back 
Steve Bartalo, a dangerous addi-
tion to the puss-happy CSU 
offense. 
Senior Buddy Funck will lead the Lobo offense Saturday 
night. 
Buddy Funck 
On CSU: I remember what they 
(Colorado to us Bta..v"''r 
We had the 
they came 
definitely 
off a ciefeat 
past week 
important. 
On 
well, I'm 
Everyone's 
out here, and so 
On the fans: I 
much (feedback); 
heard has been jk)Jriti·~; •lllwo.le. 
around campus are alway~> 
about the garnc and howwe•re 
to do, and I like doing that. 
The fans had about as much to do 
with our winni11g against Texas 
Tech as we did. Anytime you get 
them screaming like that. it's going 
to help. 
Ray Hornfeck 
On Colorado State: "CSU'? I 
think they'.rc a really good team be-
cause they showed a lot of progress 
the first two games, Then I think 
a lot ofattitode problems, 
their star running back 
hamstring). Now 
;!}~!rytt~iJJ!& back together. 
to be 
in the 
the ball a 
lltev~u tult>ttlfite a bit with 
a lot of 
. ~itn. 
' ·~.· .. '·.· ' \• 
. Q.-. pliiylltg }It UNM: "New 
Mexico'? !love ii. I like it a lot since I 
get to start and get to play a lot." 
On Lobo f'ans: "I like the ones 
we have. l think we need a lot 
more." 
I 
'I I, 
ll 
ii 
The Rams, 1-4 on the season, 
desperately need a win Saturday 
night to pull them out of their 
tailspin. In their last three out-
ings, Colorado State has given up 
138 points and scored only 41. 
Last year, the Rams defeated 
UNM &t Fort Collins, Colo., 25· 
24. With no timeouts, CSU drove 
80 yards in 40 seconds to score 
the winning touchdown, 
Injuries have taken their toll on 
the team. Starting quarterback 
Kelly Stouffer is out after suffer-
ing a concussion two weeks ago. 
The starter at QB for the Rams 
will be Tom Thennell, 
One bright spot for the Rams is 
the return to action of Steve Bar-
tala. Before the hamstring pull 
that sidelined him, be had rushed 
for 274 yards in two games with 
31 in receiving. 
The Rams will pass the ball a 
great deal as the passing game is 
probably their strong point. Bar-
talo, as the single back in CSU's 
one-back offense, will get a lot of 
carries. 
Three former Lobos return for 
Homecoming as Ram coaches. 
Head coach Leon Fuller coached '' 
at UNM from 1969 to 1971. Noel 1 
Mazzone, regarded as one of the 
Lobos' greatest quarterbacks, 
coaches QBsand receivers. Gary 
Sloan, a 1958 graduate of UNM, 
is the Ram defensive eoordi· 
nator. 
H·back Keli McGregor averages 9 yards a catch for CSU. 
Tom Thene/1 
There's a l.ot of pressure on Tom 
Thcnncll. Stepping in to 
Kelly Stouffer 
ago, Thennell could 
watch as his team was de•~lls'~ 
the Brigham Young 
9.This week, Thenell 
the country's top defenses I 
ties are nothing new to 
from LittletQn, Colorado. 
Thcnell battled Stouffer 
starting job at. the beg:inn1ing 
practice, eventually 
to a backup role. Coach 
either quarterback can •. 
job~ During prcseaso~ . 
Fuller said, "Either waY., . , 
have two players ready to play; 
Thennell has game ¢lipcrience, ' 
having started part tirne in iiili i~; 
throwing for 1,079 yards and I [1 
TO's. 
Steve Bartalo 
Steve Bartalo is an example of the 
~UC('C~' story Com-
well almo~t no" 
freshman walk-on 
rushed for 1.113 
tou,,.h,·lr>li~n~ and was 
~-team All Western 
IIII'Cmc,e. What's rnore 
fact that Bartalo 
10 games: he didn't 
first two contests. 
Mexico last year, Bar· 
rtushcd for 92 yards on 29 car-
.;:,'l''L4'~11', .• ~am head coach Leon Fuller has 
'~>~'·""''& but praise for his young 
gave us a running 
last year. We think he will 
~ontinuc to im_~~'::·:~. ;icvc is a 
tough, aggressive, hard-nosed foot-
. ball player. •· 
Bartalo Is a Physical Education 
major at Colorado Stme. 
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Mon-Fri 7am-llpm 
and Sat 9am-ll pm 
FOR ORIGINAL AUSTRALIAN FOOD 
I 
Tl)' our dally specials 
featuring: 
Hot Meat Pies • Sausage Rolls • Fresh Scones 
lOam & 3pm 
and coming soon: Espresso 
r I I ~--
! . i I 
~----) ! 
' 
I ., i 
I 
I 
for the Big Game • • • 
LOBO CAPS! LOBO GLOVES! 
LOBO T's! LOBO SCARVES! 
LOBO SWEATS! 
LOBO WARM-UPS! 
KID'S LOBO SWEATSUITS! 
LOBO WINDBREAKERS! 
HOMECOMIIU'-! 
--••••IWU 
UNM BOOKSTORE 
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The 60'S 
When the National Guard came to UNM 
Kent State sparked student demonstrations 
.-----------------....;;;;... __ ...,.....,._. ____________ ,_,.., Editor's note: The following story is Two days Iuter, a moratonum was 
· . based on il!formation from a 1970 called by Heady to mourn the deaths 
issue of the Mirage !111!1 a June 21, of the Kent State students. 
r 
1970, story in the Albuquerque The strikes progressed, however, 
Journal. in different parts of the University 
The year was J 970; the setting grounds. 
was the University of New Mexico · At 2 p.m., the Journal reported, a 
campus. The cast of char;~ctcrs in- discussion of whether the flag 
c.luded students, the news media, should be up or down "resulted in a 
police and the Nation;~! Guard. scuffle between white football play-
On Monday, May 4, 1970, four ersandblackfootballplaycrs-and 
students at Kent State University in the melee three while students 
were shot and killed by National were stabbed and several black stu-
Guardsmen. The following day, dents suffered undetermined in-
New Mexico Gov. David Cargo juries. Shortly afterward, Heady 
activated the National Guard "for called Gov. Cargo, and the decision 
the duration of disturbances'' on the was made to close the campus until 
UNM campus. Monday." 
A battery reported to the Albu- At 2:45 p.m., after Chester 
qucrque Armory soon after an • 'im- Travelstead, the academic vice pres-
promptu rally wus held on UNM ident, asked students to leave cam-
President Ferrell Heady's front pus and promised the National 
lawn. led by actress Jane Fonda." Guard would not come in. a call 
according to a report in the Albu- from Santa Fe alerted two batteries. 
ql(Ctque Journal on June 21. 1970. At 3 p.m., a third National Guard 
Fonda had spoken to a group of stu- battery was alerted, and all three re-
dcnts about the situation in Cambo- ported to the Armory soon after-
diu, and combined with the deaths of ward. 
the Kent State students the day be- Students then began moving into 
[=~~~-2~~~~~~~~~~~~a§2~~~~~~E~~~E~~~~~~.~km~re~~iliMt~ ~u~ooBuildiq~s~~.Ad~i-was a "good deal of angry discus- sion was made by camp tiS security ro 
sion by the 600 or so students. who let the students remain there. and the 
heard Miss Fonda's speech." Sup- National Guard was released at 7:40 Nation-wide protesting in the 60's and 70's often brought riot police to campuses. 
HOMECOMING 
Football ~hun Corsagt's 
with UNM colors and l<'ttPrs 
B<•g. $5.00 
DUII'Ilfl>\\'n 
:ll6 C<'nh·,tl .\1 c S.E. 
2~:3-2206 $4.00 with coupon 
A vaihtble at all 3 slorl'S 
ASUNM F=ILM COMMITTEE FALL/84 SCHEDULE SUB THEATRE UNION BUILDING UNM 
DATE 
10/11 • 
I 0112 • 
I 0/13 7:00/g:45 
r 011 a 7: !5/9:00 
I 0/1 g Double 
I 0/20 Feature 
Weekend 
t 0/25 • 
10/26 • 
I 0127 • 
I 0/31 9:30/10:115 
Halloween Special 
11/01 • 
11/02 • 
11/03 • 
Double 
Feature 
11108 7:00/9:30 
11109 7:00/9:30 
I 1110 7:00/8:30 
Double Feature 
11/15 • 
11/16 • 
11117 6:Ll5/9:30 
11/29 • 
11/30 • 
12/0 l • 
12/06 • 
12/07 • 
12/0!1 7:00/9:15 
FILM TITLE 
The Ballad of Gregorio Cortez (I ga3J Robert M. Young I OOm 
Starring Edward Olmos 
Lucia (Jg6g) Humberto Salas 160m 
- . 
F1ve Easy Pieces (1970] Bob Rafelson 96m 
Starring Jack Nicholson and Karen Black 
The King of Marvin Gardens [ 1 972] Bob Rafelson I 03m 
Starring Jack Nicholson, Bruce Dern. and Ellyn Burstyn 
Alsino and the Condor (1g83- Nicaragua) Miguel Littin 89m 
Starring Alan Esquivel (Spanish with English Subtitles) 
Under Fire [ 1 g83) Roger Spottiswoode I OOm 
Starring Nick Nolte, Gene Hackman. Joanna Cassidy & Ed Harris 
Night of the Living Dead [I 970] George A. Romero 90m 
Manhattan (I g79] Woody Allen 96m 
Su~rring Woody Allen, Meriel Hemmingway. Diane Keaton & 
Meryl Streep 
The Candidate (I g72J Michael Ritchie II Om 
Starring Robert Redford and Peter Boyle 
Shampoo lJg75) Hal Ashby 112m 
Starring Warren Beatty. Julie Christie. Goldie Hawn and 
Carrie Fischer 
Excaliber ( l 98 I) John Boorman 1 llOm 
Starring Nicol Williamson. Nigel Terry and Helen Mirren 
Hoppity Goes to Town (I 911 I J Dave Fleischer 78m 
Animation 
Island of the Blue Dolphins [I gsq) James B. Clark 101m 
Resurrection [I gall Daniel Petrie I 03m 
Starring Ellyn Burstyn, Sam Shepard and Richard Farnsworth 
A Star is Born [1 gsltJ George Cukor l51lm 
Starring Judy Garland and James Mason 
Hester Street (1g75J Joan Micklin Silver 9lm 
Starring Carol Kane. Steven Keats and Dorrie Kavannaugh 
Walkabout [1971) Nicolas Roeg !18m 
Sta~r ;ng Jenny Agutter, Lucien John and David Gumpilil 
State of Siege (I g7:JJ Costa-Graves I I 9m 
Starring Yves Montand. Renate Salvatori (!=ranch with English 
Subtitles] 
Battle of Aigitii'li [1Q55] G!!il} PontecC)rVo 12~m (French aM 
Arabic with English Subtitles] 
12/13 • Diner(I982]BarryLevinson 110m 
1211 L! • St~rring Dania;~::~~. !'-'!ickey Rourke and Kevin Bacon 
12/15 • The Last Waltz [197!1) Marti~ Scorsese ; :~;~: 
•Regular Times: Starring The Band with Bob Dylan. Van Morrison, Muddy Waters. 
7•15. d 9•15. Eric Clapton. Joni Mitchell. Neil Young. Emmylou Harris. and 
• an ' others. 
GENE:RAL ADMISSION $3,00 - STUDE:NTS & ST At=F $2,50 Phone: 277-560!1 
··..,. 
port was vokcd fora nationwide stu- p.m. 
dent strike which appeared to be in The campu> was quiet on Thurs-
thc offing, the article said. day, with students gathering in the 
That evening, a group of 100 stu- Union and di~cu>sing the war. Kent 
dents entered the Air Force ROTC State, the ROTC and other hsue'>. 
building. and another group entered the Jouma/reported. Student lead-
the Student Union Building. On crs met with the governor in Santa 
Wednesday, May 6. the ROTC Fc,andlatcrthcStudcntBodyPrcsi-
building was vacated by dcmonstra- dent presented the demonstrator~ 
tors at 6 a.m. after being told they with an endorsed request from the 
would be arrested. Two more Union Board that they vacate. The 
National Guard units reported to the 
Armory building at the same time. continued on page 16 
Learn More About 
Pre-Menstrual Syndrome 
.. , .. ~· . 
. ·.~~·~ 
~-"~!a··~ '·~~·~.· .. 
Free Presentations 
"Understanding PMS" 
Thursday, Oct. 18, 1984 
1 :30 and 5:30 p.m. 
(Men Welcome) . 
. ~ . 
BY THE PMS CENTER OF SANTA FE 
At the First Presbyterian Church -
Westminster House Conference Room 
215 Locust NE, Albuquerque 
(Central & Grand Exit Off 1·25) 
Help is Available! Call 982-6664 
We Have an Albuquerque Location 
Feminine Attire 
~fGifl 0f. t~e 
E>'Zlm~RDPt.l mz:rrr..ra:"' 
1. J loH .!.L. 1...,) C\ U LJ •H t.Jl I U Ll.l' l 
Mo,nte ~~l5taNE 1110t Menau/ NE 
Former UNM president 
recalls past conflicts 
By Kristie Jones 
The Vietnam War, student protests, National Guard .cameo appear-
ancc;s and the drug culture were all part of the University of New 
Mexico in the ·~os and early '70s, Although the campus riots have 
gone, the mc;mones ofthe conflicts and their effects upon the Universi-
ty remain. · 
F~mner UNM President Ferrel Heady, president of UNM from 1969 
unt~l "sometime in the fall of 1975," said his view of the Univc;r&ity 
durmg those years is "not objective. I was in the middle ofthings, after 
all." · 
"I am almost amazed," Heady said, "when l visit a campus today.· 
People se~m to spend a lot of time, effort and money on getting people 
to gather m the mall, When I was president, irscemcd like you could 
get a group together for just about unyiliing at any time. 
. "There was one time, not too long ago, that I visited UNM and 
dtscovered banners up for the president's ice. cream social," He said. 
"There wasn't anything like that going on before. Banners like that 
wouldn't la~t two minutes·on a busy day." 
Heady satd the contrast has much to do with the changing attitudes of 
students. ''There were certainly different .students and moods between 
now and then," He~dysaid. ''l don't want anyone to get the idea that it 
~as a state of. con,tmuous riot then, because it certainly wasn't. But 
not, or ncar not, 1s probably the best term for the incidents that did 
occur.'' · 
Heady said the availability of the campus was. probably why the 
students of the '60s and '70s chose to demonstrate there. ''The stu-
dents were caught up in causes," he said. "The campus became a 
target because it was available and because these young people were 
aware and wanted to 'show their concern.'' 
· But rarely did campus issues cause "riots," he said. "Some issues 
were clearly campus related, but the demonstrations were usually 
b.ased on some national issue, like Vietnam or the Cambodian inva-
ston. 
'• f alyv~ys tell people who ask me about the University in that time to 
look at tt tn percentages. Five percent of the student body is a relatively 
small number, except when the school is 20,000 people, like we were 
then." 
Although Heady said his policy was "open-door" one ASUNM 
president criticized him for being "unaware" of ~hat the students 
wanted and what they were doing. 
'.'He ~aid I shou!d spe~d two or three hours daily out on the mall, 
whtch stmply wasn t feastble, "Heady said. "But I did end up going to 
a part of the Uni?n Buil~ing, one which is no longer there, and having 
the Lobo run a p1ccc sayt~g I was going to be there.! wanted people to 
talk tome, ask me qucst;otJs, do whatever, and sometimes things got 
pretty hot. But mostly 1 just sat in there with a few people. Some-
times," he added, "1 was all by myself. In fact the Lobo once ran a 
photo of me on the front page asking people to 'come see I he poor old 
guy."' 
But despite the seemingly peaceful contrast.of now to then, Heady 
said he wouldn't trade his time as a Uni~ersity president for any other. 
continued on page 16 
come see our 
classic homecoming 
attire for both 
men and women! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• • 
: To show our appreciation : 
• • : for attending : 
: Lobo football games : 
• • : the UNM Baskin-Robbins store : 
: would like to present : 
• • : to 14 lucky fans : 
: a double-scoop cone. : 
• • : To win, bring your ticket : 
: after the game and : 
• • : see If your seat is listed. : 
1 '?<l If so, yo11 win I j 
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PRE-INVENTORY SALE 
Ffi0W HEWLETT ~~PACKARD 
Personal Computers & Peripherals ... 
THE PORTABLE 
The HP-110 Portable 
Computer 
List $299500 
• Built-in Lotus•• 1·2·3'" 
and Memo Maker. 
SALE $269500 
• Standard 272K user memory. 
+ 
MASS STORAGE 
The HP-9114APortable 
Microfloppy Disc Drive 
~· 
. 
List $79soo 
SALE 
$71500 
• Works with The Portable and 
HP-41, HP-718 and HP-75 
handheld computers. 
THE HP PORTABLE SYSTEM (HP-110 and HP-9114A) ... 
Buy both and save an additional $21500 
SALE $319500 
REG.$379500 
THINKJET PRINTER 
Ideal for the home or office 
because it's so quiet. 
SALE 
List $49500 $41 goo 
•Compatible with IBM, Compaq, 
Tl and Apple personal computers. 
• Prints 150 characters per second. 
HP-2225C Only. (PC cable extra) 
LASERJET 
The Professional PC Printer from 
Hewlett-Packard 
HP-2686A SALE 
List$349soo $314500 
• Compatible with HP-150and 
IBM PC. 
• Eight pages per minute. 
PLOTTERS 
HP-7475 
List 
$189500 
SALE $169500 
Quality Graphics for Your PC! 
- .......... _ 
The HP-7470 2-pen and HP-7475 6-pen are high 
quality, multi-color, high performance plotters to help 
you make graphics on paper or on transparency materiaL 
QUitintities Umited ta Stodr On Hand, Subifd to PtiorS,;IIe, 
SALE ENDS 
NOVEMBER 31 1984 HOLMAN'S~ 
HP-7470 
List 
$109500 
SALE $98500 
HOURS: 
MON • fRI 8 00 to5.30 
SAT 830·430 
: M BASK%N-ROSSINS : 
: %C£ CREAM STORE : II ouamv produc:tslor the World oiSeleO<:e, Enoineerlna' Buslne ... 
• • : Comer of Central and Buena Vista : 401 WYDMINS NIE • 285·7981 
: 247·4626 • ALBUCIUEFtCIUE, N.M. 871123 .~~~~m~~~~oo~-~~-~,~~.:~~~~;~;;;~~;;~~;~~~;;;;;~~~~;;;;~~~~~ 
PfASOI\IAL 
( OMPtllATION 
OfALER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
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Riot--------- Heady-------------continued from page 14 
request was refused. University offi. 
ciuls began to seck an injunction 
against the striking students late 
Thursday nght. 
On Friday. May 8, the Guard was 
called in for the third time. Students 
and Univcrity officials were nego-
tiating; the students wanted to stay in 
the Union, and the Board of Regents 
had ordered them out. Proposals 
were drawn and r.,jccted by both the 
regents and the students. 
At 6 p.m., 130 city police officers 
in riot gear and 56 state police offic-
ers entered campus. National Gui!rd 
troops arrived ut 6:20 p.m. 
The Journal reported the decision 
had been made to "go in with 
bayonets unsheathed, • standard 
operating procedure in unstable 
situations.''' 
State Police Chief Martin Vigil 
told the Journal he had given the 
National Guard question serious 
thought ''because of the Kent State 
situation. But I also thought it would 
be a mistake if I didn't have a suffi-
cient show of force to discourage 
violence. I needed the Guard, and as 
I've said before, if I had to make the 
decision agttin I'd do the same thing. 
Sure, it turned out there was no trou-
ble. But if I had assumed that it 
would be peaceful, and lhad gone in 
with too few people - and some-
thing happened - I'd have been 
hung from the first tree." 
The Guard was asked to perform 
three functions, Vigil said. First, 
they were to establish a perimeter 
<tnllmd the area in order to keep peo-
ple out; second, they were to help the 
state police if violence did break out; 
third, they were to sec to the security 
of the Union and the ROTC build-
ing. "This is what I asked them to 
do," Vigil told the Journal. "I 
didn't ask them how they were going 
to do it." 
Police officers began to arrest stu-
dents in the Union, a procedure that 
progressed ''quickly and peace-
fully." 
Guard trucks arrived at about this 
time, and three guardsmen were in-
jured with their bayonets in the pro-
cess of getting off the trucks and into 
fonnation, the Joumal reported. 
A number of people were stabbed 
that night. and witnesses told the 
Jounral reporter that there "was no 
provocation, " 
Medical students set up a MASH 
unit by Zimmerman Library in an 
attempt to help people. The injured 
were then taken to the Bernalillo 
County Medical Center. The direc-
tor of the Student Health Center sent 
his employees home at 4 p.m. to 
ensure their safety, he said later. 
By 7:30 that night when the Guard 
removed bayonets and gas masks. at 
least nine people had been stabbed 
by National Guard bayonets. All of 
the incidents happened during the 
first sweep of the mall and before the 
Union or ROTC buildings were, 
according to instructions, secured, 
The National Guard left campus 
at about II :50 p.m. and all units 
were deactivated by Saturday after-
noon. 
Heady, Gov. Cargo and the Re-
gents met with students that Satur-
day in a room in Zimmerman Lib-
rary, reported the Journal. The stu-
dents wanted to know why the 
National Guard had been called out 
and why people had been hurt. 
TheJoumul, article stated: '"The 
problem as I sec it, Gov. Cargo.' 
said one student, 'is that you are the 
only one who can call out the 
National Guard. But the Guard was 
under the direction of ChiefVigil, so 
that exonerates you from the 
bayonet use at the mall yeatcrday. 
President Heady says he couldn't 
stop the National Guard. But the 
Chief says it's standard operating 
preocedure for the National Guard to 
use bayonets, so evidently that ex-
onerates him. Do people get stabbed 
by themselves? Who decides to do 
these things? Who is responsible?' 
'"I don't know,' said the gov-
ernor." 
continued from page 15 
"I wouldn't exchange those years ror any number of years before or 
after. It might be easier, and certainly quieter, b~t it ~ouldn't be as 
exciting. It was a risky time for all of us at the Umverstty- stL!dcnts, 
faculty, administration &nd everyone else. You never know what 
might happen next, and I like that." . 
But the UNM Alumni Association director, aub Henry. dtsagrces. 
"Those were terribly, terribly hard years for all of us," he said. ''I 
can't possibly explain how bad the situation was, I know we've had 
some troubles here on campus since -like this presidential search or 
the Norm Ellenberger thing- but that is trivia, simply unimportant 
compared to what happened before," . 
Henry said the Vietnam War put pressure on students they dt~n't 
need or deserve to have. "Many difficult lessons were teamed dunng 
that crisis time. The people who participated, I think, felt stymied, like 
they accomplished nothing, and a lot of people got hurt. 
"Today the students realize there is a more systematic way of 
getting their feelings across -and of course all young people want to 
be able to express themselves. Today people are more aware of how 
they can make the system work through the system instead of against 
it. Going against it, in the way young peopte did all over the country 
during the Vietnam years, only gets people hurt," 
Henry said he admires the present student body. "We have a very 
happy, smiling group of students now and we have had for a couple of 
years," he said. "They are going into stricter disciplines of education; 
they are feeling more pressure for grades'than any other group before 
them, I think. There's a lot to be said for these people." 
He said the late '60s and early '70s frustrated many students who 
were not participants in protesting or striking. "It was the minority of 
students who acted as leaders," he said. "A small group of kids that 
were powerful and dynamic and I guess a little crazed. Normal. 
everyday kids became frustrated because they couldn't do what they 
wanted to do, which was go to class.'' 
Henry, who has been on or near the campus since he moved here 
with his family in 1934 and has worked at UNM for 25 years, said the 
UNM campus situation nearly erupted into something similar to that at 
Kent State. "We were close to an equal situation," he said, "Far too 
close. I hated to sec so many people unhappy and getting hurt. Some of 
those kids learned some hard lessons and were hurt in a way that will 
last for the rest of their lives." 
Need a reason to get out 
of the house? 
Read "Stepping Out" in 
the Hew Mexico Daily Lobo 
,-~-,--~-----------t======~=====--:::=:-:=r==========j 
FAMill' COMING TO VISITI 
LA POSADA IS THE PLACE TO STAY! 
Through 1984, reserve a room for your family at 
La Posada de Albuquerque and we'll give them 
deluxe accommodations for $49 a night:" 
You'll be proud to have them enjoy the elegance of 
La Posada de Albuquerque, with 114 charming rooms and 
suites, lobby bar and Eulalia's Restaurant. Located 
downtown, adjacent to the Convention Center, 
we're convenient to Campus, too. 
Help us celebrate our opening and we'll even add a 
complimelltary bottle of champagne in your folkS room! 
• Sittglc (lr double."" a spau a•ailabk basis. 
TR Posada ~)f)tJ<}(I~I~{}tl~ 
2nd •rtd Copper 
Downtown 
DOMINO'S I $1.50 Off I ·75¢ Off PIZZA II GetS150offany16 DomtnosPtzza' II Gel75co!lanycustornmade Domtno s P•zza and enJOY one 
DELIVERSTM 1 LlmllodDeHvoryAru I deilciouspizza 1 Oflor good 111 ,oH Albuquorquo atorn Llml!od Dol ivory All• 
FREE. I One coupon per p•zza 1 Offer good Ill oil Albuqu.,.quo atoroa 
262-1662 
3920 Central S.E. 
Hours: 
11 am -1 am Sun.-Thurs. 
11 am- 2 a.m Fri. & Sat. 
1: '~oa Oomrnos Potla. Inc 
Coupon also good Jar csny·oul One coupon per pizza I I Coupon a!t>o Qontl In; tarrv-o1if 
:···t~i& : EXI'3B i ~-:~ i (~'IB, 
I , ® I ® 
I 262·1662 I 262-1662 
: 3920 Central S.E. : 3920 Central S.E. 
REMEMBER US from Central Avenue! 
1945-1976 
E. Centrai Ave. opposite UNM 
I 
Don Hanes 
Bernie Butterfield 
• Orange Bldssom Rings 
• Bulova Quartz Watches 
• Longine!Wittnauer 
• Watch Repairs 
• Jewelry Appraisals 
• Custom Designing 
Come in, Say HELLO! 
· Present locationtSan Pedro N'E 
SAME FACES • New Location 
We're Still Around! 
Looking Forward 
To Seeing Our Old Friends! 
Update/Replace Sorority ... Fraternity Jewelry! 
Your Personal Setvice Jeweler 
2411 San Pedro NE opposite Coronado 
(~) 
M~mOt!f Ameru:.an 
Gem SOC1ety 
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H o m e c o m i n g k i n g s n e w b r e e d ~unnmunnmunmlmnmnunmnmmnlmmunmmnlmmmmmmlmunlllllllllllllllllll~ 
By .Juliette Torrez di~n:t enter the contest to n;ock th.c king and queen contest in 1980. Darkroom Rentals§ 
s.ystcm- but to strengthen !IS tradt- UNM alumnus Steven F. Cordero - · = In 1979, Jim Myers wanted to run 
for Homecoming queen because the 
University of New Mexico didn't 
have n Homecoming king competi-
tion. 
Myers, then a senior working for 
a bachelor of University Studies de-
gree, said in a past interview that he 
Administrator 
saw UNM from 
student's view 
• 'Our students are here now to 
obtain meaningful degrees,'' said 
Gwinn "Bub" Henry, director of 
Hodgin Hall/Memorial Chapel. 
"That's the way the students arc 
now, and t~~t's the way they've al-
ways been. 
Henry, who attended UNM 1947-
50 and in !952, compared his feel-
in~rs as a student to his attitudes as 
ad-ministrator at Hodgin Hall. 
"We were raised in a period of 
discipline," Henry said. ''I think 
rules and regulations were a lot mom 
;trict than they arc now," 
Henry commented that while stu-
dent attitudes have not changed, 
their average ages have. 
"Almost everyone would enter 
.:ollcgc at 17 or 18 and would gradu-
ate at :! I or 22." Henry said. 
"You knew CVCI')'tlllC 's age by 
what graduating class they were 
m." Henry said. ·'If you were in the 
sumc clas; with another person, for 
in~tancc. then vou knew he had to be 
the same age a; you ... 
Henry also said that UNM did not 
have as many graduate students 
when he was attending. 
··You didn't sec many people 
with a master's degree, and you very 
seldom would see anyone with a 
doctomtc degree," he added. 
Henry said that UNM. "like all 
other universities at the time." had 
problems while the United States 
w:1s involved in the Vietnam War. 
"The University had to confront a 
society with the freedom of speech, 
and the education of many students 
wns disturbed," he said. 
"The many students who wanted 
to get an education had a hard time 
doing so for that short period of 
time," Henry said, 
However, Henry described. the 
current environment here as a ''hap· 
py, congenial place without disturb· 
ancc.,, 
t10ns. ..,. . . . . . became the first Homecoming king. 1 d• •d I R I M~er~ .tel rat sed Slgll!f!Cant . There is no recollecti()n of a = n lVI ua ooms 
questtons about the Homecoming Homecoming king in 1981, but 2 68 • 2 • • 55 pr~cess. Gary Thomason, ~hen in Vince Bac~, of the Sigma Chi Epsi- . • · c~a~ge of the. UNM Alumnt Asso- Jon fratcrmty, was crowned king in = = 
Ctatl?n and of choosing the Home- 1.982. 120 J ks n N E = 
commg queen, was approached by Baca is currently a campaign = · aC 0 • • := ~y~~ds about the possibility of a male w.orker for Con grcs s .man B. lll ~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliffi 
can 1 ate. Rtchardson, D-N .M. Whlle runnmg .~,_ _______ lliiilliiiiiliiilliiilliiilliiilliiilliiilliiilliiiiiiiiiiiiillliiilliiilliiii 
Myers. p:op?scd tw? alternatives for king, Baca was also the ASUNM 
to the ehgtb!IHy reqmrements. He vice president. He said that he ran 
suggested that either the contest in- for king because • 'this was some-
elude men - if the winner was thing different to do. It was another 
mal~, he .would be named Home- way to get involved in the llni-
commg k.t~g --;or have a separate versity." 
Homecommg kmg contest added. Last year, aaca's fr:Jternity 
Tho.mason replied that "with brother, George "Brad" Bradley, 
mor~ ttme, we could have made the won the position of Homecoming 
candtdate either way," king. Bradley graduated last semes-
The "Homecoming '79 Queen ter wit)) a bachelor's degree in civil 
Contest" application form stated engineering. 
that the queen will "represent the Bradley said that at first he was 
student body, the alumni and the "under pressure from friends to run. 
University of New Mexico." · r wasn't too sure at first, but after l 
The Daily Lobo published edito- saw how enthusiastic the house was 
rials supporting Myers' stance, but about my running, I gave in. It 
the exccutl vc committee of the turned out to be a worthwhile expcri-
alumni association declared that cnce." 
Myers w~s ineligible to run for "l think it's neat to have royalty 
Homecommg queen. where we can have a contest recog-
Howcver. Martin Fleck. then nizing both a gal and a guy on cum-
president of the Alumni Associa. pus." said the cutTen! alumni prcsi. 
tion. said that Myers' request was dent, Ray Berube. 
"perfectly reasonable" and that he "Half of the student' arc men. 
would support Myers' proposal for We have to have equal rights. you 
future Homecomings. know." >aid L'NM President John 
The result was a Homecoming Perovich. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
: GO WITH : 
: STUDENT : 
: TRAVEL : 
• • 
• • 
: Take a Break and Come with US! : 
: November 17 - Explore Carlsbad : 
• Caverns! • 
: Sign up NOW/ : 
: New Mexico's natural underground beauty : 
• December 15-16 - Ski Taos! • 
: You'll be ready for a vacation! : 
• January 7-12- Winter Ski Break • 
: in Steamboat Springs, cor : 
: Sign up NOW/ THE place to be! : 
•• February·- Cross Country Skiing • 
: (for a change of pace) ! 
• March 9·16 - SPRING BREAK! • 
: Have Fun in the Sun : 
: in MAZATIAN, MEXICO, or CALIFORNIAI : 
• Sign up NOW! • 
: April -Whitewater Rafting : 
• What a rush! • 
• • • May- Sun Trip • 
: *TENTATIVE* : 
• Summer- Tour Europe • 
• • 
• • 
• Call Student Travel • 
: at 277-2336 or 277·7924 : 
: Or Come by and see us : 
• downstairs In the SUB, Roorn 248 • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Aerobics Now 
Available! 
LIBERTY 
GYM 
The Finest 
Body Building 
and 
Fitness Center 
for 
Men &Women 
Student 
Discounts 
Available 
2525 Jefferson NE 
884-8012 
Close to UNM 
;··,\ 
KURT'S CAMERA CORRAL 
for Everything in Photography 
Student, Faculty, A~O ALUMNI 
15°/o DISCOUNT 
AT OUR THREE LOCATIONS 
,. . (non-sale Items) 
~~ (,A..ner~c'-01'/'«f/ 
:J417 CUTRJU. lfE 
524 CORO!IJ\DO CUTER 
1713 ,1t1IUr TAllO 1fE 
1425 Wyoming NE 
(North of 1-40) 
"New Mexico's Largest Honda Dealership/' 
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Covered 
W"agon 
Make money typing al home 
:A"'IltlW:; 
i T11'lllfi 
''" !lr;J!i': 
New 32·pag<t boo~rm talts eYI3ry1hlf19 
YQU neec,IJQ know to set u~ your own 
typtng busrness a! ttcma. Only $3posl· 
paid. oorn Detar 
~<1nd SAS!; lor FRE_E_ -,rocllure tod~ty. Makers of Hand.made 
Indian Jewelry 
OLDTOWN [,_, _ _j 
P•pei'Wark•, pept 7 
PO BOX 851!4 
.Aibuqu.rqu1, N'-' 87198 
GOLDEN GATE RESTAURANT 
CMnese food- Szechuan and Mandarin 
~ M·F: Lunch open 11·2/llinner open 5·9-
- SaturdaiJ Open 12·9-
f. · ~ ~aturdalJ. a·.IIIJou .can. eat buffet JUSt $3.95 or A La Carte dishes Ca(( in - CarriJ out Address: 138 HarCiard SE 
· Phone:256-970~ 
BONKER $49.95 
Crunched leather molds around 
the ankle in soft folds 
for a sleek, modern look. 
BANYON 
was $120 NOW $98.95 
Nipped Into soft gathers, 
this boot has a smooth 
silhouette atop a 
mid-heel. Buttery 
leather can be cuffed 
or worn up. 
SAVE 
10% to 30% 
on all Zodiac boots 
Large selection of 
styles and colors 
8/11milifl 'OJo()tJ 
l!l!tl~{}l 
5307 Menaul NE 883-1860 
(2 blocks East of San Mateo) 
Daily Loh.o 
Sports, Campus Events, Lip Service, Classi-
fiedsj Entertainment Calendarj Editorials, 
Feature Storiesj Arts, World News, Doones-
bury, Record-Movie-Concert Reviews, Dai-
ly Crossword Puzzle, City News, and Much 
Much More!!! 
Can be found 
Daily in this Box. 
The New Mexico D•lly Lobo 
Distributed to over 65 locatiohs on campus. 
Available at over 13 off-campus locations. 
look for the lobo daily, Monday • Friday 
The paper for the University community. 
Pl~skin, Muscle, Pride 
WolfP-.ack '34 
Lobo glory fills city sports hall 
UNM football team: class of 1934 
By .John Moreno 
The Albuquerque Sports Hall of Fame,locatcd in the 
Convention Center, is filled with individuals who, by 
their sporting exploits, have "brought glory" to the 
Duke City. 
There is, however. only one team which has been 
placed in the hall: the 1934 football Lobos, 
"There was a chemistry on the team ... and we were 
tough," said team member W.D. "Bill" Brannin. who 
wore number 86 on his silk cherry-and-silver jersey. 
"Some of us had chances to go to other schools. but 
stayed here." 
Brannin is a senior vice president at Moncor Bank in 
Albuquerque. and he remembers well the Lobo team 
which finished the season at 8-1, losing only at Arizona. 
14-6. Brilnnin said .the Lobos had,a touchdown called 
back in that game. Over the season, UNM outscored its 
opponents 251-73, including one shutout. 
The Lobos had an explosive offense. Brann in was a 
hallback and a "triple threat." He could run, throw and 
kick the baiL Several of the players also starred in track. 
The offense was also versatile, Brannin said. In one 
game five different receivers scored on five touchdown 
passes. In all. 13 players scored TDsduring theseuson. 
"Today, that's unheard of," Brannin said. 
The Lobos had "several two-sport lettermen.'' Bran-
n in said, and two members, Brannin and Ralph 
Bowyer. lettered in three sports. Besides football and 
track, Brannin also lettered in boxing. which was a 
varsity sport at UNM back then. 
Bowyer, who later played pro football with the 
Cleveland Rams, lettered in football, b;~sketball and 
track. "He could have played for anybody," Brannin 
said, "and was just as quiet as a church mouse." 
Bowyer and one of his 1934 teammates, Abie Paiz. 
are enshrined also as individuals in the city's sports hall 
of fame. 
Although it's been 50 years, Brannin 's "Lobo pride" 
still shines ;~s he talks about that team. "It was an 
exciting time," he said. "The team was well recog-
nized in the community." 
There is one other aspect to this team which Brannin 
remembers welL "Thirty-seven of the 41 players on the 
team got degrees, and they weren't given to them." 
The head coach ofthe tcall) wa$ Ciwinn Henry. whos,c 
son "Bub" is the director of Hodgin Hall. the alumni 
headqu;~rtcrs on the UNM campus. Brannin himself was 
chairman of the Hodgin Hall .restoration committee that 
raised more than $500,000, which was matched by the 
University. 
The 6-foot Brannin's playing weight was 180 
pounds. He said the line averaged about 190 pounds. 
and everyone, of course, played both offense and de-
fense. 
"I think it was a real team effort. We weren't think-
ing of records; we just had the desire to win." Br'.mnin 
said. 
Bring your parents 
&flock over 
Ex-Cowboy 
recalls '59 
By John Moreno 
to Canterbury··· 
Saturday, October 13th •1 to 3:30 P.M. 
&L.'ftK.!Mt\6 cf CI\N'ft~QBURY r:PI6COPAL CIIUQCii 
425 Universicy,N.E. 
Don Perkins will be celebrating 
two 25th :mnivcrsaries this vear. Be· 
sides going to Dallas in -the first 
week of November as one of the 
Cowboys in the Ring of Honor. he 
will also be observing the 25th 
anniversary of the J9S9 football 
Lobos. 
Perkins was a senior that year, 
and while he couldn't remember 
many particulars from his Lobo days 
because of "too many bumps on the 
head," he snid a lot of the guys were 
picked to play with the pros. 
"I know it was a good team," he 
said ofthc 7·3 squad that won six in a 
row in one stretch before losing to 
the Bob Devancy·coachcd Wyom· 
ing team. 
"We believed we t·ould compete 
with anyone, but of course 1111r vi· 
sion was limited. We didn't play 
football powers. We had a group !lf 
guys that believed in each other. •· 
That was still in the days of one· 
platoon football. and the All· 
American ronning back also played 
defensive back. Perkins was even 
used as a defensive end on goal-line 
stands. "I really got hammeted a 
few times," he recalled with a 
smile, 
Perkins said he had his best year in 
his senior season. He broke hi~ font 
continued on pagE 2 J 
Advflrtismen.ts.provide-historical · 
pet$pectlve otsociety~s desires 
By Maria DeVarenne 
Often the best way to determine how a society views ltselfis to look 
at advertisments throughout the years, 
In the J 940s the tobacco industry appealed to the "man abouttown, 
who always got the girl." .During World War H, ads included a 
reminder to buy war stamps and bonds. 
The beer advertisements in the 50s projected an intellectual and 
sports-minded atmosphere. Notice the caption that lager "tastes 
wonderful with hard-boiled eggs?" 
-· 
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Sheepherder's 
Cafe/ - -
open 11:30-9:00 p.m. 
111 Corn_ell SE~ 
t.A_MRURGER ~ Charbr01led and !!.t•ryed tm IIJomdou.u!_t ~'-:~'! ~!.!-~ _h~n:nt•_ 
-- -matl~-SaTsa---------- -~------ - $1 :,o 
S.,:OMBO-I<A·BOJL'"';'_...,M<:~!'"al~jg_.!l_ ~LI~"I!'h- il_f!d lil'~'! _<Uht~~.;. dtd:r~rmi(•t~ 
with ph!ces Or bell pepp~r .and pmeappfe !-1en.Td on rtnut 
tortillas $:1 till 
LAMB CHill- Redorsreen .. alrernate~ays _Grof!n_rf_l~mh~]!h pl!'_lf~-~ ~£!Y.!'d 
with bUlle red flour torttlla $21111 
Dl!JLY SPECIAL- Usually made with lomb 
llOIIST BEEI' SANDWICH · 'Tender siJ<.~_oH!i£L•.•~ild_on_~.'"'!'~!'"JLh. t 
bun With special uuce and homt.'made si\1'>.1 $2 .10 
LAMB STEAK 8 ot. thatbtolled. !leak,£~'- f~'"'. t)~DA_s_hJ>!'~" J"lls.. 
served with fries and salad $h r,o 
CHEESE AND CHILl. GRILLE!) SANDWICH __ OJJ ~~~~~~ 
c:hoite of Swiss. Provolon~. or che.:ldat t:ht>I.:'Sl' St!rvt~tl. w~th fothrltl 
chips ....... , . $1M 
GARDEN SIILAD - . Rod & 9'"" cabbage. ~ot~rtl~_!ucumhe,, J>!!i 
peppers, fomaloel & apples With homemade herb dtolSiftg $1 on 
HOMEMADE tlESSEIItS . · Some. d.eadenf favoril.s Coffee lnvd• 
Calfee Pre. Raspberry Clouds, Bilterlweet Chucofale Pie. Chot~late 
Thunderclouds. Sheepherder's Mud Pie. Chocolate Chanhliy Layered 
Cake Chocplate Angel Pie Chocolate Walnut Cream Pie, Lemun 
Pavlo'va .......... , ' $1 &II 
... , .•...• Spoctal Coffees, H<rb Teas, Home·btewed Iced Tea. 
AlL PRIC~S tNCLODE TAX 
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Our 3 Newly-Expanded Ski Shops (Including Our New Store in 
Alameda West on North Coors) Is Fully Stocked with 1985 
Merchandise. WE DO HAVE AVAILABLE a LIMITED SELECTION of '84 
SKI MERCHANDISE (AVALANCHE REMNANTS) AT SUBSTANTIAL 
REDUCTIONS. This Weekend Only. Use Your VISA, MasterCard. 
25% HOLDS IN LAYAWAY ~WELCO_ME B~OON FIESTA VISITORS 
SAVE 52% 
TOTALREGUIAR $149 PRICE $310 . PACKAGE PRICE 
ElAN 800 DOWNHILL SKI PACKAGE: 
ELAN 800 DOWNHill SKIS ..•.... , ••••.••• REG. $185 
SALOMON 326 orlYROLIA 170 BINDINGS .•• REG.$ 85 
AVALANCHE SKI POLES .................. , REG. $ 15 
INSTAllATION & MOUNTING •• , , .• , , • , , •• REG. $ 25 
ELAN JUNIOR SKI PACKAGE $99 
COMPLETE WITH 
HEIERLING JUNIOR BOOT 
SAVE41% 
TOTAL REGUlAR $199 PRICE $335 ·. PACKAGE PRICE 
ROSSIGNOL MAGNUM SKI PACKAGE: 
ROSSIGNOL MAGNUM DOWNHILL SKI , •• , REG. $190 
TYROLIA 190or SALOMON 347 BINDINGS., ,REG.$ 95 
SCOTT or ROSSI SKI POLES ............... REG. $ 25 
INSTALLAJION 8c MOUNTING ............. REG •. $ 25 
SAVE35% 
TOTAL REGUIM $2 29 
PRICE $350 MCKAGE PRICE 
K2 660 or DYNASTAR STARGIASS 
SKI PACKAGE: 
l<2 66o or OVNASTAR STAR GLASS SKIS •••••• REG. $205 
TYROLIA 190 or SALOMON 347 BINOINGS •• REG. $ 95 
SGOTT or K2 SKI POLES .................. REG. $ 25 
INSTALLAJiON & MOUNTING •• , ••••••• , .• REG. $ 25 
SAVE32% 
TOTAL IIGUIAR $299 PRICE $435 MCKAGI PRICE 
PRE i200S or DYHASTAR HlUIPE or 
OUN 770 PACkAGE: 
PRE 1200$ or DVNASTAR EQOJPE or 
OLIN '170 DC)WNHIU SKIS ... , • , ....... , , , REG, $275 
GEZE 930 or TYROLIA or 
SALOMON 647 I!INDINGS ••••• , •• , , •••• , , REG. $ '110 
SCOTT I'OLES ...... , ........... , ........ REG.$ 25 
INSTALLAJION 8c MOUNTING , • , , , •• , • , , • , RIG. $ 25 
SALOMON SX60 or SX70 
SKI BOOTS 
NOW REGULAR $190 . 
12995 
High Performance Ski Boots designed for the Reorea:Jonal I 
Skier. Secure Heel Hold Down for comfort and precise I 
"snawfeel.'' I 
SALOMON.SX90 SKI BOOTS $199 
REGULAR $295 NOW 
HE! ERLING COBRA or STAR 7995 
SKI BOOTS NOW 
REGUlAR $120 
iYROLIA280 MJID· I 
~·~~r~~~O c~&f~E 6995 ! 
REGULAR $120 I 
SKI PARKAS 
MEN, WOMEN & KIDS 
SPECIAL GROUP: 
REGULAR $70 to $165 
Now3995 
to8995 
WHITE STAG, ROFFE, OBERMEYER, 
COMfY DOWN, SWING WEST THINSULATE, 
EMILIO d'ITALIA, GERRY CLASSIC DOWN 
TRAK ALBERTA CROSS COUNTRY NOW 
SKI PACKAGE $119 
REGULAR 174,95 
SKIS, BINDINGS. BOOTS, POlES & MOUNTING 
HEAD PROST SKIS 10995 
METAL TOP EDGE NOW · 
Vertically laminated Wood Core REGULAR $175 
TAOS 2 DAY SKI TRIP PARTY OF 4 
AccommadcillansforFriday&SalurdayN. lghls $. 75 
Ill the Sf. Bernard luxury Condominiums 
Fot Reservations call Melissa 
Gotdenswartz Spartz 884·6787 PER PERSON 
LEARN TO SKI 
7 LESSONS SERIES 
REGULAR$95 7999 
. . . MUst be Scheduled 
6 LESSONS ON THE SKI MACHINE before December 1st 
1 LESSON ON THE SNOW 
SHOP OUR NEW STORE IN 
ALAMEDA WEST (On North Coors) 
ALL 3 STORES 
OPEN SUNDAY 
12 to 5 
3 STORES TO SERVE YOU! 
4410 MENAUL NE I 884-6787 
1915 JUAN TABO NE I 292-8454 
ALAMEDA WEST I 898·0313 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Ex-Cowboy-----------------
continued from page 18 in the last minute of the game,'' thus 
losing any chance of winning the 
conference title. 
"It gave the players a chance to 
pl<!y together more often and get to 
know each other better, and it also 
gave the fans a chance to. become 
more familiar with the players.'' 
Roberts said. 
in the College All-Star Game and sat 
out the entire season. in his junior year. 
Perkins is originnlly from Water· 
lou, Iowa. so one of his buddies on 
tlw team was quarterback Chuck 
Roberts, from Davenport. They 
momcd together as freshmiln. 
But in the last game of the season, 
Roberts fondly remembers, when 
UNM visited Air Force, they beat 
the Falcons. Z8-Z7, for the first time 
in Lobo history. having lost the first 
two meetings irl 19~7 and 19~8 by 
the combined score of 76-7. 
Roberts tried out with the Los 
Angeles Rams as a defensive back 
the following year but was cut in 
tn.1ining camp. He came back to 
UNM and earned his degree in 
physical education and has been in 
the dean of students office for the 
past I~ years, he said. 
"[t was already understood that 
I'd be drafted; there was enough in-
terest from scouts.'' The AFL was 
also interested in him. Since pro 
football wasn'tthe "big time.'' Per-
kins said he hadn't given any 
thought to playing pro football. 
'!'OD~Y'S EVENTS 
ASUNM Film_ Committee presents on Fri., Oct. 12, 
''The Dallad. of Grcg<:nio Cortez," 7:1' and 9:15 
p.m .. i'nd on Sat,, O~t. 13 1 "Luda,'' ~t 7 and 9:.-5 
p.m. 
CQmpulellzed Dlel AnaiJ~Io Aid Heallb 111111 
Anai)'OII, Lobby of sUB,Oc!.l2, lla,m,-1 p.m. 
Philosophy Club presenls Prof. William Boos of the 
UNM Philosophy Vept. calklfli on "Berkeley's 
Ideo•." Fri., Ocl. 12, In lhe Philosophy Library, 51h 
floor of lhe !iumanitics Bldg,, 3:30 p.m. Refresh• 
mcnts will be served at 3:00 In the _Philosophy 
Lounsc. fycryonc is invllcd, 
Rohcrts, also a senior on the 1959 
team, has been an associate dean of 
students nt UNM for the past 10 
years. He used to play safety on de· 
fcnsc and sh<1rcd the quarterbacking 
duties with George fribcrg. a junior. 
Roberts didn't really have a favo· 
rite bctw~;cn playing offense and de· 
fense. "It w;1s all part ofthc gumc. 
and I enjoyed it all." he said. But he 
added that he thought he was better 
at sal'cty. 
"It wasn't such a big business 
then," Roberts agreed. He added 
that the pl<tyers were' 'not necessari-
ly so emotional. Alehollts Anonymous o_pen dbcusslon mcc:tlns for 
women only, every Fridpy, 12 noon, UNM Women's 
Cemer, I BPI Las Lomas NE. Call277.(i868 for more 
Info. 
Roberts says he has "some timc-
cmbcllislwd memories." but re-
nwmbcrs the la~t two games in 19.59 
in particular. "We lost to Wyoming Some suhstitutions were allowed 
in the nne· platoon system. but they 
were limited to the end of quarters or 
during time· nuts, Roberts said. And 
even then there was a maximum of 
two substitutions allowed. There 
were some advantages to the 
system. 
Perkins, on the other hand, signed 
a personal services contract with the 
Cowboys before the draft, indeed. 
even before the city of Dallas was 
awarded the franchise. He was also 
drafted in the ninth round by Bulti· 
rnore. 
Roberts said the team was ba-
lanced between out-of-staters and 
New Mexicans, and it took time for 
them to jell, but jell they did. "We 
blended after playing together, 
based on an awareness that we all 
had something to contribute." 
TO!IIORIIOW 'S EVEI'iTS 
International Cenler Lunch Prolflllrn Is Backt Mon., 
Oct. 15, food from .Es)l'lt. ftr!enu; Roo:z. (rice), kortp 
(vegs nnd meat), hareza (sweet desert), coffee or tea, 
al!. for only $2.SO, Served from 12-l:lO p.m. Lobo Classifieds 
Just 17¢ per word per 
Issue! Check It o1.1t today at 
131 Marron Hall. 
He remained relatively free of in· 
juries in his pro career after his 
rookie season when he broke his foot 
The team played in the old Zim· 
merman Stadium when, according 
to Perkins, football was the sport on 
campus. 
Ol'iGOING 
Apple Computer Club meets twice a mqpth: the- firsl 
Tuesday at Hoover Middle School, room I 09, and the 
third Wednesday at the Que Pasa Cr:ntc:r, Kirtland 
Air Force Bwe. Meetings stan a1 7 p.m. Call club 
president Chris Calvert llt 266·78'0 for more Info, 
Doily 
266-0550 
2400 Central SE. 
6:30 a.m. • 12:00 p.m. ':! ! ~ I I,/ 
! 
Across from 
Johnson Gym 
,; ,· 
I. 
'I '~ I ! 
. 1 :I J 
',, 
,-:1 
' :, 
~.-- ( 
I -~ --- -·------· 
Home of the latest In Broiled Food and the Homemodeo Sweetroll 
BREAKFAST 
(S•rv•d with whole wheat toast. margarine 6 Jelly) 
No. 1 TWO EGGS, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns C:r toast • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • $2.80 
No. 2 ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns C:r toast • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $2.30 
No. 3 lWO EGGS, hash browns 6 toast ••••••••••••••••••••• -..... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S1.95 
No. 4 ONE EGG, hash. browns 6 toast .•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • . • • S1.40 
No. 5 PANCAKES (4) •••••••••••••••••••• _, .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $1.5.5 
No. 6 HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, com tortilla C:r toast . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $2.30 
No. 7 WESTERN OMLEnE, •••••••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $3.25 
three eggs, green chili C:r cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns C:r toast 
Flfle Cup of CoHee· or Hot Teo With Any ol Th• Abov• D,.oldosts 
SIDE ORDERS 
r, ,-
• ,,, <.' 
French Fries .••••••.•••.• $,60 One Egg ••••••••••••••• $.55 Bacon, Ham, ~~us,age ~r ~~~P9Jf!4t ~.!.-..:.,-, .• 2 •••• , •• _._ •••••• : •. S •.90 
Hash Drowns • • • .. • • .. • • • • • 70 Pancake .. • • • .. • • • .. • .. • • • 45 Salad with chOice of Oresslng • .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. • .. • .. 80 
Western Style • • • • • • • • • • • 1.1 0 Toast 6 Jelly • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 50 Extra Blue Cheese ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - • • • t 5 
Onion Rings • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • 80 Jelly • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • 05 Tomatoes (a slices) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20 
·oeons • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • 60 Crackers • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • 05 American or Cheddar Chees. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 
Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. • • • • • .. • • • • • . • • • 50 Green Chili or Chill con Corne (1 oz.) • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • • .. .. • • 20 
HAMBURGERS 
No. 1 HAMBURGER salad dressing, tomato, pickles, onion 6 lettuce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $1.45 
No. 2 CHEESEBUP.GER same as obove with cheddar cheese ••••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $1.60 
No. 3 BONANZA double meat, American cheese, thousand Island, tomato, onion, lettuce C:r pickle • • • $2.45 
No. 4 FIESTA BURGER chill con corne or green chill, cheddar cheese, onion C:r lettuce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $1.65 
No. 5 FLAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce, onion 6 lettuce • .. .. • .. • .. • .. .. • • • .. .. • • • • .. • • • .. • .. • $1.40 
No.6 COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, C:r onion ••••••••• ;, ................................... $1.35 
SANDWICHES 
GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce C:r tomato .••••••••••••••••••••••••••. $.95 
HAM, LETTUCE C:r TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.55 
DACON, LEn\JCE 6 TOMATO same as above ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 1.55 
EGG, LEnUCE 6 TOMA.TO same as abov• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • 1.20 
MEXICAN FOOD 
No. 7 TACO meat, cheese, leftuce 6 tomato • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • •. • • $.85 
No. 8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettuce & tomato ............................................... -. •• -. •• 75 
No. 9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce C:r tomato • .. .. .. • .. • .. • .. • .. • • • • .. • • .. .. .. • .. • • .. • • .. • • .. • 2.45 
BEEF with Chili Con Corne, cheddar cheese C:r onion 
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese 6 onion 
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddcSr cheese C:r onion 
MEXICAN COMDO enchilada, taco 6 beans • -. ..................... -. .- ........................ • ••• • • •• ·• 
GREEN CHILl STEW small (5 oz.) med. (8 oz.) lg. (12 oz.) ••• ,.......................... 65 1.00 
PLAnERS 
2.35 
1.50 
6 oz. TOP CHOP STEAK Ground round, Texas toast, French fries or hash browns with salad • • • • • • • • • • $3.10 
FkONTIER BURGER SPECIAL Hickory smoke sauce, cheese, 1 000 Island, onion, French fries C:r salad • • • • • 2.55 
5 oz. 1\IB EYE STEAK - USDA Choice Texas Toast, French fries or hash browns with salad • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.55 
CHEF SALAD with choice of dressing, lettuce, tc:>mato, cheddar cheese, ham 6 egg ••••••••••••••••••• 2.95 
VEGETARIAN SALAD lettuce, tomato, chpcldar cheese. C:r egg •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.75 
DIU NKS . s c.ms o11 on refill• 
COFFEE • .. .. • • .. • .. .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. • • .. .. • .. .. .. .29 .35 .45 SOn DRINKS coke, dr. pepper C:r 7 up • • • • • .. .45 .60 .70 .95 
HOT TEA .••••• -. 41 •••••• -. • I ••.••• (II • .• • • •• • • • • • .. • • • • • • ~29 .35 .45 ICE TEA •••• -· ••••••• -. ••• IJ ••••••••• J •.•• ·- ••• ii .40 .55 .65 .90 
SPICED or HEkDAL TEA a 'a •••••••••••• II •• ··- ••• ' ol • • • .35 .40 .45 LEMO-NADE- ............... " •• i .- •• -· • iJ •• ~ •.••••••••••.• ·• •••• ti • .eo 
HOT CHOCOLATE or APPLE CIDER ••••••••••••••••• 45 .55 .70 JUICE orange, apple, tomato 6 grapefruit ••••••••• 60 .90 1.20 
MILK ............................. ; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 48 .85 SHAKES chocolate, straWberry C:r vanilla • • • • • • • • .. • .65 .~5 1.25 
FRESH SQUEEZED ORANGE JUICE ................. 75 1.15 1.50 
Take Out on All Items ROLL .72 6-pack frozen rolls 3.49 
Arts 
Arlo, David, & Doc 
Folk artists play roots, blues 
Menage a TpiJr, featuring AriQ G11thrie 
and Shenandoah, David Bromberg and 
Doc Watson. Sunday, 8 p.m., Kiva Au· 
ditorium. Tickets are $13.50 and $12, 
available at all Giant Ticket outlets. 
Commentary by Ben Strauss 
Striking out on his own in 1970, Bromberg 
shook folk music clubs across the eastern sea-
board with vivacious adaptations of old blues 
tunes like "Travellin' Man" and "Sharon." 
Above all, David Bromberg is a showman. 
His taunting vocals and hot guitar and man. 
dolin solos brought even sedate "folkies" out 
of their seats this summer at the Telluride 
It was sometime between grass and acid that Bluegrass Festival. 
I discovered Arlo Guthrie's music. And that is Doc Watson was also at Telluride with his 
where he stayed in my own cerebral music son Merle and bassist Michael Coleman. If 
files until I happened to hear him with Pete you missed them there, be at the Kiva this 
Seeger in 1978. Good musicians like Arlo. I Sunday at 8 p.rn. Doc Watson is among the 
discovered, stay good if they avoid the pitfalls finest flat-pickers alive today. Watson was 
of their own fame. chosen to replace the late Steve Goodman on 
Beginning with his now fabled rambling the first four cities of the "Menage a Tour"-
narrative "Alice's Restaurant," Guthrie has beginning in Denver and following through 
produced over a dozen albums. Most recently Albuquerque and El Paso. John Sebastian will 
he was featured in the PBS special "Woodie replace Watson as the tour moves west 
Guthrie/Hard Travel in." A sound track of this through November. 
documentary is now available. Arlo's backup 
and studio band Shenandoah will be accom-
punying him at the Kiva this Sunday. 
David Bromberg is n stringed-instrument 
phenomenon. After beginning his studies at 
Columbia in musicology, Bromberg was 
drawn away to the folk music circles of rnetro-
politan New York. His musical talents 
brought him into the studios where he has 
played bacl;up on more than 75 albums to 
date. 
The Menage a Tour offers three approaches 
to American folk and traditional music. Arlo 
Guthrie has emerged from the shadow of his 
father's fame as a personal and comical muci-
cian. Sharp licks and blues well up from David 
Bromberg's past (He worked as the 'eyes' for 
the legendary blues guitarist Reverend Gary 
Davis years ago). Doc Watson is a walking. 
talking musical historian in demand for his 
workshops in traditional fiat-picking . 
r--------------~--------------~ r-
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Folkmasters Arlo Guthrie 
(above left}, David Bromberg 
(above}, and Doc Watson 
(left} will be performing at 
the Kiva Auditorium Sunday 
night at 8 P.M. Tickets are 
available at all Giant outlets. 
URIOSTE'S M + M CAFE 
Homestyle New Mexican Food 
) We're all going to Pachamama! 
Half Price Sale 
(with this coupon) 
Buy any one meal and get the second at 
%PRICE 
This offer good wttlt carry out orders 
Phone 265-2185 4500 Zuni Blvd SE 
{Comer of Zuni and Washington} 
Specials and drinks not Included 
One coupon per customer Offer expires Oct. 20 
~--------------~-------------~ 
St. Thomas of 
Canterbury 
Episcopal Church 
425 University Blvd. N.E. 
(corner University & Ash) 
Telephone 247-2515 
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 
Mo.nd<tv through Friday 
Italian Week 
Specials: 
(Oct. 15·19) 
SALSICCI a zesty sauce or sweet Italian saU$-
age, red bell peppers, herbs, red Wine and loads of 
fresh tomatoes, SeiVed on fresh fettucine. 
TUSCAN MINESTRONE a potpourri of garden 
vegetables, white beans, herbs, and pasta slm· • 
mered In a rich beef stock and se!Ved With a 
sprinkle or parmesan. 
We •lw• have our famous Chtnae Chide-
en S•J.d, French Dip Andwlc:het, Chicken 
Soup, IUld outr.geoua detaerb, featuring 
c. .. ata S!tUiana this week. 
ISinG BRim 
new arrivals for fall 
c.r.., ....... CntraiiW 
Alii ..... 
U7··H 
RTS 
101 CORDELL S.E. 
............ "":"11 FRom u.n.m. open 1 Oa .m. -6p .... ll!ll'lil 
ll 
. '~' 
weekdays 
and 10-S on 
sa ... -.... , .. 
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M11xw~U Museum Eut Gallrry- "Shared Images: 
PQt=blo Poltery Oe'.iigns and Mhsion Chur~:h 
IDc,coralilon' l~rougn Nov.4. 
(fine Am Center) - 11 Culture 
Nineteenth Ccn(I.Jry PholPgrnplu from 
Collection.'' through Nov. ll. '~Drawings From 
t 1 Collection," throuah Nov. 11. The UNM Art 
J IS located in the fine Art!i Dldg. Hours are 
!'rl .. 10 a.m.·$ r,.m, and 7-10 p.m., Sat. and 
l·l p.m., 277·4001. 
Wow Recor_ds and Fin~: Art- (IOJ Amherst 
Mix:ed·medln nrt by Paul Arden willl;le on display 
through NaY. 2. Hours arc MQrt.-Thurs., 11-B: Fd. 
and Sat., 11~11 i Sun., 12~.S. Call 256-0928 fQr more 
inrorntatlon. 
Thompson Gallery~- Autumn luvit~ttfonlil Show, 
New Mexico Watercolor Society Jurled Exhibition. 
Show will mn Oct. 4·Nov. z. In the UNMSUO, main 
level. Open Mon.-fri., 9·6, 
. Union Call eo~ Etchings and O~aphlc_s by Bethi11 
1 Urchmt:r, throush N~;~v. 2. In the UNMSUB building, 
level north. Open MoJJ •• Sat.1 7 a.m •• to p.m. 
Gallery- Gallery houn: 9 a,.m.~12 
, p.m.·S p.m., Mon.~Frl., by appointment. 
in Masley Hall, College Qf Education, UNM 
IJJ'Ilff KDramaf,tJl' 11Tollrn:.r will be presented at 
Hnll, Sun., Oct. 14. Tickcls are $16, Si4, 
lhe Popejoy Hall Box Ortice at 277-3121 for 
A benefil for the Democra~it: Patty. Tickets are $(5, 
$SO (reception), M.d SIOO (!lpon:;or). Cllll242·6000 ror 
info. and 884·3191 for ticket$. · Arts 
Extrtm/UtJ by William MastroslmOne, will be 
presented at the Vortex Theatre, Oct. !5~2'l, Fri_day$ 
and Saturdays at 8 p.m., Sundays at 6 p.m. Ticket$ 
are $5 f!:C!U:ra.l, $4 for s1udents and senior citizens, 
Clarlnii!l arid Saxophone Redial by Keith Lemmons 
of th~ UNM Music Pept,, Mon., Qcl.l,, 8:1.5 p.m., 
J(cller Hall. Tickets are $3 $Cneral _ctQmlssi~Hh $2 ror 
senior clti~nsJ Century Club member$, 8!1~ VNM 
sludents~ facully, and staff, For info. and reser,. 
VQtlons, contact the lJN'M Fine Ans Box Office at 
~77-440~. 
Pel~ at Tingley Coliseum, Oc~. 27, 
WJndham lllll 1'Htlrf or America" "hur featurlng-
Shadowrax, L.l_z Slory, and Mlcbafl Hedge~ at 
Popejoy .Hall, Oct. 30,8 p.m. Tid:cuareavaiJable 11t 
Popejoy and all Giant Ticket outle~, $J2,2S and $13.25. 
Do it with jell~, live cats 
Comic jugglers hit stage 
for children und~;r 12. The Vortex is located on 
Vl:'ita SE. For re~ervations caU ~he Vortc:x ut 
247·8600. 
Dol't'll IJo)! Up a performan~e by Judson Froodor!, 
X·Th~:atrQ, UNM Fine Arts Bids. basement. Nov, 10, 
8 p.m. Muture audh:n~e OJJiy. 
Dido IUld Atntar, one performance t;mly, Sat,, 0-;t. 
13. R:IS p.m., at the Albuquerque little The!llre. For 
rQservations call the COA. Tt~;ketllne at 247·0262. 
Mrus Appeal with spel!l!llgue~t star Ralph W~ite, will 
be pr!!sent~;d at the AlbuquerqU,e Llttl¢ Theulr~. Oct. 
26·Nov. 11. 
t•Jaybr}J' (11 the W.e.rtem World, OCt. l1~12, J3, l81 
19, und 20 nt 8 p.m. In Rodey Theatre, UNM Fine 
Arts Center. Tickets are $6 general admission, $3 for 
senior c;iHzens, Century ClUb members, and UNM 
!ltud~:nts, faculty, and ~taff. For reservations call the 
UNM Fine ArlS Box Ofncc •1277-4402, 
Stvm BrldtS for S~vtn S,othtrs at Popejoy Hall, 
Mon., Oct. 22. 'flckels arc $20, $18, SJ4. Call the 
Popejoy Box Office at217·3121 ror more inro. 
An(lr:as W11llenweld~r and Frie!Jil!l at Popejoy Hall, 
Nov, 21 7:30p.m. Tickets are 511.25 And $12.25 1 
PVPU~ble ill all Giant Tlcket-oullets~md Popejoy Hall, 
WOlle DJ:<Qn !lnd the Chlca~o Blues All11l1n wiU pJay 
lhe SUB Ballroom, Nov. 5, 8 p.m. Tht Vlp~rr,i will 
open the !ihow. Tickets are $8.25 general admi5sion. 
S7.2S for UNM, TV .. J, anct u or Astudcnu, available 
ill all Giant Ticket outlets. 
Rick Springfield, rescbcdulecJ, tO Nov-, 24, Tingley 
Coli.~ cum. Previous tickets wiU be honored, $11.50 at 
all Giant Ticket outlets, 
Ronn.le Jame1 Dlo, Nov. 2l, at Tingley ·Coliseum1 
tickets SJ0.50 available at all Giant Tickc;:t ou11th .• 
Tickets on sale Oct. 13. 
New Mulco Rtuae AU11an at the El Rey Theatre, 
7th and Cemral, Oct. 20, 9 p.m. A benefit ·for CARD. 
Cali26S-2897 or247·4574 for more Info. 
Robia Trower at Graham Central Stallon, Nov. 7, 
Tic_kets are$5, avnilable at WorldwideTlc'kets. 
Hall and 0tte1 at Tingley Coliseum. Dec. 8, tickets 
on saleQct, 27 at all G1ant Ticket outleu. 
The l<'lying Karamazov 
nr,r.tt., .. r•, Sunday, 8 p.m., Pope· 
Hall, Tickets can be obtained 
at the t•opejoy Hall box office, 
with UNM students receiving a 
I h~tlf~ JIJri•cf disc01mt. For the non· 
tickets are $11, $14 and 
277·3121 for more in· 
formation. 
By Greg Andersen 
"The Flying Karam11zov show is 
so much fun th<Jt anyone you take to 
sec it will want to go to bed with 
you." 
That quote, a favorite among the 
Flying Karamazov Brothers jug-
Menoge a Tour: Arlo Gulhrle aad Shenandoah, Dr>< gling troupe, pretty well speaks for 
Wotwn, and David Brombe'l lithe Kiva, Oct.l4, 8 Don Plllcho's (2108 Cenlral SE)- "L"'' Night al itself. For those of you who doubt 
p.m. Tickels~rcS13.50and$12,avallablcatallOiant the Alamo," Oct, 12·18. Fritz Lana's classic the truth of these wordS, you'll get a 
Tickttoutl~sslartJnsSept. JO, "Metropolis/' Oct. 19·2,, "Repo Man," Oct, 26-Conc:enlnllon '84, Conlomporoey Music FetiiVII Nov. 15, Weekday show limes, 7,30 and 9,30 p.m.: chance to prove or disprove the Oct. 11·14. Fri., Oct. 12, at th• Sanruorlo de weckend•howlimes,J:30,3:30,5:30,7:30,9:30p.m. ''promise" when the Karamozovs 
Guadalupe, tOO Guadalupe St., Santa Fe, Splr11ual Guild (3405 Central NE) ....... ''The Stone Boy/' Ocl. • p · H II S d EnrraY Collocllve wllh Palrkk Lyoaabt, marimba, 12·18, "Careful, He Mlg~t Hear You," Ocl. I!I·Nov. cntertaJO at OpCJOY a on Un ay • 
Tom Gunlnlck, mobllcolll!andmutcunit, and DIYid I. "Another Country," Nov. 2·15, Weekday Oct. 14, at 8:15 p.m' 
Mo •. percusslonandvoice.SOI.,Octl3,01lheKIMo s~owtimeo are 7:15 and 9:15, weekend matinees at Taking their name from Feodor 
Thealre, 5th and Cen1ral 1 Albq., Jostph Weber, 3:1$ Md!l:l$. • 8 0 keyboards, Mlchrle Lonon, dancr, Palrlck Lyoa&hl, ASUNM Film Commln .. presents "The Ballad of M. Dostoycvsky' s clasSIC I 8 
flute, and Clrcullslll with Dwlaht Loop, Amold Gregorio Cone<,'' Oct. 12. 7:15 and 9:15 p.m. novel, The Brothers Karmnazov, 
Bodmer, and friends. Sunday, Oct.14, at the K:Mo ''Lucia,'' Oct. 13,7 and9:45 p,m. h f' · f S Cru Theatre, PolerGarlaad, plano, andMonny Rrtllnatr, UNM C.mpuo Oh~toaloey will be open to the public t CSe IVe zames rom anta Z, 
cleclronlcs and guitar. All shows, 8 p.m. Tickets arc friday night from 1·9 p.m. Admission lo free, Calif.. have been mixing madcap 
s6 per nishl, or 510 for 2 nights, available at Olanl must be accompanied by an adult. For more hunJor with precision 1·uggling for Tickel outlets In Albq. andSanla Fe. ( infornoarl,>ncail277-1446. TSOL, Toles oiTerror, andJom'• Kldzat Bow Wow Commllttt will prcsenl All shows are eight years. 
Records and fine Art, 103 Amherst SE, Oct, 2J, '7:30 9:15, admission Is SJ, $2,51) for •tudents They borrowed five of the charac-
p.m. $4 aline door. Call256-0928 for more Info. Jlarl llamlllon and the World Band at Bow Wow tcrs' names from the Russian novel-Fourth Annuli Voey Special Arll Festival will be held Re<;ords and Floe Arl, 103 Amherst SE, Oct. 26. 8 Oct. 13, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. at Longfellow School on ist as well: Howard Jay Palterson is 
p.m.Slatthedoor.Call256-0928formorclnfo. Orand and Edith In Albuquerq\10. Dancers, Ivan, Paul David Magid is Dmitri, 
Chutk M•nalonl! at Popejoy Hall, Ott, 24, TJ~kets musicians, masieiam, and storytellers will ~tform 
are Sl2 In advance, reserved seating, avollablc ot all and work!hOps, food, and games will be offered, For Randy Nelson is Alyosha, Timothy 
otantTickctoutlcls. moreinfo.<al1766-74lO. 0 . I F st . F octo and Sam Club West In Sanla Fe: Oct. JI.IJ, CIIY Ll&hl• ante ur . IS Y r • Orchrstra,S4: Del. 24, t'rrddle llubbard. T .. o Him• From El Salvodor, "In the Name or Williams .is Smcrdyakov. 
The Ethnle HorllaaeE ... mble, Oct. 27,8 p.m., Hll~e Democracy," and "LeUer From Morltlan," Sal., "By calling ourselves the Flying KiMo Th,.lrc. Tickets arc $6.50 at all Giant Ticket OCI. 13, 7 p.m., in SUB room 250. Admission Is $2, 
outlets, and now wow Records and Fine An (103 SponloredbylranlanSiudcnt>Assoc. Karamazov Brothers, we mixed the 
Amherst SE), 57 .lO at the door. Prmnled by CIR5s Wrttors-UNM, a celebrallon or UNM aulhors, will dark passions of Dostoycvski with a 
Acl<• be held at the UNM Bookstore, Del. 20, 1·4 p.m. f I" h h d • " Sharon Iobin at the Highland Hishschool Theatre, Admbslon is free and rcfresluncnls will be scocd. SOrt 0 1g t carte CirCUS name, 
r'J. 0~·0 
inteview. 
The "brothers" have been known 
to juggle such off-the-wall items as 
bowling balls, raw liver, jello and 
other assorted foods - hatchets, 
dead rabbits and live cats -all the 
while barraging the audience with 
quick one-liners, jokes, and puns of 
all kinds. 
Indeed, at a certain point in the 
two-hour show, they challenge the 
audience to produce, at random, 
three objects (weighing more than 
an ounce but with dimensions smal· 
ler than a breadbox) for one of them 
to juggle. So, juggling aficionados, 
come prepared with your most bizar-
re juggling paraphanialia. 
eorner of Zuni and Jackson, Fri .. Del. 19, 7:30p.m. For more Info, all the UNM BookSioreat 277-l4ll. said founder/member Patterson in an ('~=~--------------~--------~--~~~~~~~~~~~~· 
Being voted the world's second-
best juggling team by the Interna-
tional Jugglers' Association in 1978 
and pcrfonning a comic rendition of 
Shakespeare's "Comedy of Errors" 
are just a couple of the many feathers 
in the Karamozovs' caps. 
The University Area's 
Full Service 
Guitar Center 
QUALITY 
• Lessons • Sales 
• Rentals • Repairs 
off I 
IDJ naatarly priced 
albums or cassettes. 
Tapes ruld Records 
2222 
CENTRAl. lVI. ~ 
2SS·222S 
29()6 
EIJIINI( NE 
293·8112 
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~Phase II' also needed now 
... tpiJ~ase•···• .. rlr.•··.theraJiv• . .fl .. ll: As stated in yesterday's Dqi/y 
Lobo, t~e proposed expansion and 
renovation of Johnson Gym- both 
Phase I and II - would be com-
pleted by Dec, 1985. That is not 
true. 
crease the functional space to about 
180,000 sq. ft. 
The bottom floor, then would be 
divided into three equal ~reas. One 
area would be a new weight room. 
another would be used for comba-
LOOK AT 
~{70tv--S ~_/a~ JOHN MORENO 
Only Phase I will be complete. If 
Phase II is funded by the 1985Jegisl-
ature. related construction and re-
novation would begin in Jan. 1986 
and would take about 12 to 15 
months to complete, ac.-:ording to 
Leon Griffin, Ph.D., chairman of 
the Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation department. 
Now that I've got that straight, the 
question is: what would Phase II en-
tail? Well, imagine if you wJll the 
maio gym in Johnson Gym as it now 
exists. 
It has one floor on which basket· 
ball. volleyball, badminton, team 
handball, karate, you name it, are 
currently enjoyed. If it is renovated 
under the Phase U proposal, it would 
become four different levels. 
FotJr levels? As Earl Weaver 
would say, "That's exactly right." 
The present floor would stay where 
it is. but would have a low ceiling 
over it because there would be three 
levels built above it. 
"We have to light, heat and venti-
late all that space," said Armond 
Seidler, Ph.D .. director of facilities, 
referring to the very high ceiling in 
the main gym •. The functional space 
at present is estimated at 9.5,000 sq. 
ft. The complete renovation will in-
tive sports such as wrestling and ka-
rate. The other area would be a 
dance studio. 
Above that, the seats in the gym 
would be removed and the second 
level would be used for all the high-
ceiling sports described above. The 
third level would be turned into clas-
srooms and the fourth level would 
feature an archery range and space 
for fencing, 
And that's just the beginning. 
Phase II would also include signifi-
cantly expanded services for the 
handicapped, including a complete 
locker room. It would also include 
expanded physical education facili· 
tics. 
Phase II has yet to be funded and 
would also cost $5.75 million. 
However, unlike Phase I which was 
funded exclusively by University 
funds, Phase II requires funding 
from the Legislature, 
The University of New Mexico 
Regents have recently voted to fund 
Phase II along with two other major 
projects-ancwtechnologylab and 
expansion of University Stadium, 
However, the funding proposal 
must still be approved by the Board 
of Educational Finance, which is ex-
pected to look at the proposals this 
(rosby Stills & Nash 
l N C 0 N C E R T 
MrnJlt\Y NOVEMBER 12 BPM 
Tll\tlLEY COLISEUM 
Tickets !l\'!lilable o! the&-Gian!Ticket Outlet~ . • 
The Gene'tal5!ores in Albuquerque &Sonia Fe Soundlrock f~ewrdst! Tope:. 
Wild\NeM Musk KAFB Ret Ccnler QuePu.~a m'!iiC!.I 
'f l ~ f t T I f-• f ,- f ¥ t f'.Y· 1:1'.'1.,-,"" 
month or in November. 
One of the key additions which 
Phase II funding would provide, and 
therefore one reason why Seidler 
and Griffin say legislative approval 
is so important in 1985, is the ex-
panded classroom space. 
Johnson Gym is currently used a 
total of 820 hours per week. Sixty-
five percent of that time Is devoted to 
instruction, much of which is in the 
classroom. It also calls for a large 
studying area. At this time, if stu-
dents want to study in Johnson Gym, 
the scats in the stands are the only 
place they can go. 
Also, the only dance studio which 
existed in Johnson Gym was de-
molished for the renovation of the 
northeast corner. 
Seidler and Griffin said they 
would be very willing to make pre" 
sentations to any student group wiiJ. 
ing to listen. 
Snafu 
In Thursday's article on the 
Johnson Gym renovation, it was 
incorrectly reported that 7,000 
new lockers would be built in the 
renovated northeast corner for 
faculty and staff people. The 
actual location of the new lockers 
will be in the northwest comer. 
-\-~e 
'\NORD\C 
'HE\IOWTION II 
NOVEMBER 2rtd 
~ . '- .. -. ''' . : _, . '_ '• '•' ' - ' ' .: . '~' . '' . -·. _- . ·-· '" ' ' ' . - " .- ;; _, " \'-, ._- . ,• 
.11f.~$. !{~~, · ·.·· · '·4~\'ill!'lli~ wh?. ·•"' (lhtdnilt~JJ~ ·• 
.... ·. ·.. . .. < ·· · .. . hbnd!~:l!PJ1<~dr 9~ t~m~t4trUy;. · ,'tit~ )'heraP.Y,tk ~l"M~~~nal. ha~d,oap~cf from ··ltiJ'4tll!!$+ to 
PfP~ril ~Pt4·t~litie$ t~t d)e Uni •· · •nlllllltai!l 11. I~ vel o[pby$iealf.lt· 
v~rsity of NI}W M~i~o tor the Oe$S 4espme their .di$~tbilitle$., . 
. b.antli.capP«! wm· expand tight "Thisis~taph,YsicQltbe~:~~py. 
along With Ute other Johnson of'. a rebab1htauon Pf9Rtf!m/' Qymfacilities that ateJJOW b¢ing S{Qd Lange. "We are notUn CQm~ 
expan!ie4. petitionwiJh the· pl1ysicah 
. As Phase t of Johnsqn Gym's therapy department." · 
facelifq~ets 11nderway, there will The lab is run by graduate $rn• 
be a new eJevatQr and some toilet dents. Studem~ ,factdty au<l staff 
and locker-room facilities 11dded ~. encour!lged to U$e the ·lllb, 
for handic;lpped persons. · s111d Lange, butthcy do ne¢d a 
tfbere. Will also be more eras. physician's recommend!ltion to . 
.sroom, gy.m and o{ficespace$fQi' enroll. . 
studen~ and staff . .members. It is HWe will .be· able. t<> .provide 
part of the academic !iDd labota: better setvi,;.:es and this· will 
t<>ry section of. tile Thl.'!raputic atfr.lct more .underSJ11duates and 
Pby.sical Educati!ln program. gradPIIW. students to the prog. 
However~ "the; real b¢nefits ram.'' said Minge. 
willbeseeninPJJasell,"~dthe Thei Thet;.putle Phyd.cal 
program di«:ctor, .Em est Lange, EdUcation 'P«lsram wiU be lo· 
Ph.P •. Phasellfllmling, howev- ca~inlll¢uew:southg)'m.now 
¢r, must b¢ ~pproved by the. l'e· upder construction. The aqpatics 
gents and the Board of !;duct~• will also teceive addition!ll space 
1ional Fimincc thisfaU md then for JQ<;ker-r<~om facilities and 
the Stakl Lesislature du~ns thl:l po$$ibJ,y '1119ther )lQOI ~ pa.rt of 
•next $eS$iOII. . . · the. program's expansion, said 
There will be more . toilet, Lange. 
$hliwer and dresslu$ facilitieS' in ''We: wwld like to expud the 
~ .gym and .Ill¢ aquatic. facility, tccl'el!tioniiJ laboratory's prog-
sa•d .. l-ange •. WbeCicbaat tllmps tal'lll to in<:ludc a tight exercise 
~iU be insptll.ed, and 1be therapu- program for senior citizens. and 
.tiC lab wilLU!lubte in size, he children and add a Saturday · 
added. morning program .for disabled 
Pro~saredevclopedforin- children," said Lange. 
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Las Noticias 
SEVENTH ANNUAL SIGMA Cl!i Homecoming 
Blood Drive. The goal this year is 1~0 pints. It only 
takes U minutes to save someones life, please come 
and participate, 10/12 
SENATOR JEFF BINGAMAN will be on campus 
Sunday night, October 14, Geology Rm 122, at 7:00 
p.m. to discuss issues which affect young americans. 
Special guest: Congresswoman Geraldine Ferraro's 
son John Zacnrro Jr. The publlcls invited. 10/12 
SCIENCE FICTION FANS: UNM English prof, Jim 
Thorson speaks on "The Mystical Experience As 
Focus In SF Works" 7:30 p.m. today at Sunwesl 
Bank, Washington and Central NE. 10/12 
TltAII.BJ,AZERS: MEETING WILL be Wed-
nesday, October 17th at 5:30 p.m. on Jrd Ooor 
Hodgjn Hall. Any questions, call Andy~ 277·3780. 
10/17 
CJAME NIGfiTI AU. night! Join us at the llSU for 
Trivial Pursuits, Monoply, etc., and popular movies. 
Corner of Univmity and Orand. Call 243·5401 for 
more info. lOll:! 
:nu; SIGS ANU ZTA's are sclllng touchdown 
balloon~ at the Homecoming football game. The 
money goes to Hodgin HaiL The price is Sl .00 each. 
')uppon the lobes, Buy A llalloon!. 10/12 
PSI Clfl MEETING next week rescheduled to Thun, 
Oct. 18 at 7:00p.m. Movie and popcorn on the fare. 
More info coming. 10/12 
SKYDIVE TillS WEEKENUl Class meets at 
Johnson Gym Slllurday, Oct. 13 at 9 a.m. $90 in· 
eludes everything. More Info at club llltetlng SUB 6 
Jl.m.tonlght. 10/12 
AStJNM FILM COMMITTEf! presents ThursdAY 
and Friday at 1:15 and 9:15 "The Ballad of Gregorio 
Canez". Saturday, a major work of the Cuban 
('merna "Lucia", 7:00 and 9:45. 10112 
DELTA UPSILON FRATERNilY Is establishing a 
new chapter at UNM. Interested men contact Dave 
Legman of the Headquarlm Staff at 243-5693 or 
277-4706. 10/19 
CLUB% MEETING7 EVENn Advertise in Las 
Noticias. OnlY 10 cents per wtnd per issue for UNM 
departments and organizations, tfn 
Personals 
STEVE, YOU ARE the most casually swell room· 
mate even when I have "Ia' ravlas". Stick by me 
through this weekend, then I'll mellow out; I'm 
shore.l.H. Steve. 10/12 
DON B. IIERZLICHEN Gluckwunsch zum 
geburtstagl13 Oktober. 10/12 
LAWRENet: R,- UNM's 1983 Homecoming 
Prince - This homecoming be mine- Dreamer. 
10/12 
RICII: ROSES ARE Red, Violets arc Blue, No 
mnuer what happens between us, I'll never forgive 
you (bull still Jove you). Bunners. 10/17 
SIGS Wt:'RE ALL going down tonight and we don't 
mean in history. Sincerely, Pikes. 10112 
KEN O. - IIAVE a great 
Homccomingl- ThanksglvlngT\Jrkey. 10/12 
ROMEY IIAPP\' 3rd It's been great! Love you 
always, AMLA Sarey, 10/11 
MATf J,: WilEN will I set my chance to walk on 
your back with spikes? A. 10/12 
PRFSTON D. OF SAE It's about time you dumped 
Cindy and came to your senses about Johanna, When 
Is the pin aolna to aet here? LADIES Kappa Kappa 
Oainma. I0/11 
BRUCE, lOllY NEEDS some or your rat!. 10/11 
MR. COATES: I need to talk to )'cull Please honor 
mY request. Apoloaetlc:ally, M. Snowman. 10/11 
PIXE PLEDGES: WHAt'S flamln1 and last 
forever?. 10/12 
HAPPY 1111 KAREN! It's time to cdebratel Love 
y1, Melissa. 10/11 
OLE JOE LOCO will be at C.S.U, pmel, 10/12 
'HAPPY lOth BIRTHDAY Stinker! We're aonna 
make b-e-a·U·t·f.f·u•l music: to&ether, Love ya lots 
._. ______ ..... __ ._ ____ , 
~-.-~--~~~~ 127HarvardSE I I • :""' _ ;~. . , m..m . ·I L · (lTV ~ bfk S. of Central 1 
l2 alfcea of cheeae pizza I 
I & a large aott drink I 
I $1.75 ~'=today I , ____ _. __________ I 
and we'll see ya later Ralph! A.C. 10/12 
DAVEN - THREE'S A charm but three strikes and 
your DavenatiyOUT. Mr. J, 10/12 
CHRISTY B., IT'S been a sreat year (almost). Don't 
be talking to any unsuspecting pledges tonight. J love 
you. Robert R. 112 
WOOHOO -llOFVOUI WEEBEE. 10/11 
Food/Fun 
WONDERING WHAT TO do with your parents this 
Saturday? Come to the Open House/Cookout at St. 
Thomas of Canterbury, I to 3:30p.m., across. from 
UNM at425 University, NE, 10/11 
ALBUQUERQUE'S GREATEST SHOW on wheels 
on display. Ail makes and models. Featuring variety 
of entertainment. This weekend- Friday, Saturday, 
Sunday. Convention Center, Don't Miss 11111. 10112 
DF.SERT llONFIRE PARTYI AfterC.S.U. game on 
Mesa ncar Ethlcon. look for flyers at game. (Track), 
10/12 
DOONIE'S, 6724 Cf:NTRAL SE (across from 
fairgrounds). 3 - Hamburgers- 99 cents! 
3 - Fries - 99 cents! 3 - 12 oz. Cokes- 99 centsl 
MixandMatchl. 10/31 
IIAJ.LOON DRllNCII EXTRAVAGANZA! 
Saturday and Suuday. l.ive entertainment 7 days, The 
real food specialists. The Morning Glory Cafe. 2933 
MonteVistaNE. 268·7040. 10115 
PARlY? CONCERT? FOOD? The Daily Lobo has a 
place for your clnsslfieds about Restaurants, Parties, 
Food Sales and Stores, Concerts, et1=. Oive the details 
today In "Food/Fun.". tfn 
Services 
WORD PROCESSING. OVER 5 years experience. 
Highest quality. Dissertations, theses, papers. 822· 
0342. 10/31 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, CALL Virginia day or 
evening- 296-3096. 10/17 
WANT TilE BEST QUALITY? Word processing, 
papers, manuscripts, theses, resumes. 881-0313.10/19 
BOARD YOUR HORSF~ Arma, trails in far NE 
helghts.SSS/month. 294·8711. 10/17 
lYPING SERVICES TERM papers, repor1s, studies 
theses, resumes. A & L Word Processing and Typing 
Services. 294.0273. 10/JS 
LOCALLY EMPLOYED TECHNICAL secretary 
will type dissertations, reports, papers, etc., on 
advanced word processing system. Excellent Oreek 
and equation capabilities, Professional graphics 
available, 25$.()186 evenings. lOllS 
90 CENTS PAGE, dcgreed typist, 344-3345, I0/11 
COST PLUS FRAMING, conservation framl~g, mat 
cutting, dry mounting, shrink wrap, hard wood and 
metal frames. 268·1 106. 10112 
SKIFIT: SKI CONDITIONING dasses for alpine 
and nordic shape-ups - Monte VIsta Elementary 
School, 321 I Monte Vista NE. October IS· Dec. 13th, 
7-8:30 p.m. Call268·9060 to register, 10/12 
LOW COST ASTROLOGY CHARTS. Natal, 
transits, progressions, compatablllty, 836-0518.10/12 
THE WRITER'S CHOICE. Quality typing, IO'I1 
discount for cash payment. 26S·S203. 10/12. 
QUALilY TYPING. FAST, accurate, affordable. 
294-8133. 10/12 
TYPIST, TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970. 10/31 
WORD PROCESSOR PAPERS, thesis, resume, 
vitae, and dlsseHatlon. Call266-3174 or266-0205. 
10/16 
TYPING.155·3337. 10/31 
TUTORING; ENGLISH AND French. D~greed, 
Certlflod. 2~6·3235. 10/)1 
WORD PROCESSING PAPERS, resumes, APA, 
MlA formats, etc. Jim, 25S-21SO. 10/)1 
HIGII QUALITY TYPING on word proCe$sor; 
reasonable rates. Call Oood Impressions- 294·1564, 
10/12 
PAPERWORKS- 2~·1118, tfn 
TUTORING·MATfiEMA TICS, STATISTICS, 
French- Master's degreed Instructor. Reasonable. 
Evenings265-7799. tfn 
TYPING FAST, ACCURATE, Affordable 299·1105. 
12/10 
PfUVATE GUITAR INSTRUcnON. Beginners to 
advanced. All styles. Reasonable. Tony 344-9040, 
11/09 
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sates, 
rentals and repairs, 143 Harvard SE. 26S-3315. tfn 
PERFORMING ARTS S11JDIO 2219 Lead Ave SE, 
256-1061: 266-3067 Ballet, Jazz, Vocal coaching. tfn 
SOFT CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable 
for everything! C111l - Make appointment, Doctor 
Eye Clinic, across from laBelles, 5019 Menaul NE. 
888-4778. tfn 
CONTACT··POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey 
Optical Company on lomas just westllf W ashinston. 
tfn 
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con· 
traccption, steriliution, abortion. Right To Choose, 
294-0171, tfn 
PREGNANCY TESTING A counseling. Phone 277· 
9819. tfn 
Housing 
NONSMOKER ROOMMATE WANTED: Spacious 
two bedroom apartment. Free laundry, One mile 
from UNM. Fully carpeted. Utilities paid. 
$150/month. Dave at 2S6-1355. 10118 
WALK TO UNM. One bedroom, $195/month. No 
pets. Cali::l93·1070; 243-9617 after S p.m. 10118 
FOR RENT SMAJ,L I br. 11partment near TVI and 
UNM. $150/month, utilities e~tra. Call 242·1842 
aft~r 6 p.m. 10/12 
M/F IIOUSEMA1E WANTED: Nonsmoker, 
Grad/Mature. Spacious, Washer/Dryer. $162.50, 
255·2791. 10/12 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Two bedroom, 
one bath apartment. Conveniently located near 
UNM. Non-smoker preferred. Occupancy by Nov. I, 
$185/month plus V: ofelectirc. CaiiD. Oedanic: 29S· 
4333 (8·5), 268-6627 (nights). 10/15 
IIOUSE RENTAL: PROn1SSIONAL non-smoking 
male seeks roommatr.s, professional or graduate 
student, S block! from UNM Law and M~dical 
Schools. Large bedroom with fireplace, S23S; 
bedroom, Sl65. Utilities extra. 266.()863. 10/12 
NEW MEXICO TECH professor desires pleasant 
Albuquerqu~ residence for sabbatiCD.I, mid· December 
to mid-June or August. Prefer reasonable rent, ncar 
universitY. Calll·835·376S or 83S·5323, 10/12 
FOR RENT: Eft'ICIENCY apartment, 1410 Olrard 
N.E., $250/mo,, for one person, $270/mo. for ::l 
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully 
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No 
children or pets. Please call before 6;00 in the 
evening, 266-8392. tfn 
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and 
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom 
or ~fficiency, 5270 to S370, All utilities pald. Deluxe 
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation 
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult 
couples, no pets. IS20 University NE, 243-2494. tfn 
For Sale 
WORLD 
WAR II 
BALLOONIST 
WING 
$5.50 
,..,: ~\1l~IIJIJ\'*j[• -.~ WliS'I' ., 
Army & Na\'y Goods 
1660 Eubank NE 
Between Indian School 
and Cons1itutiorl 
293-2300 
Meet your friends for lunch at the 
Oct. 15 
Oct. 22 
Oct. 29 
INTERNATIONAL 
CENTER 
1808 Las Lomas NE 277-2946 
Mondays, Oct. 15-Nov. 19 
Lunch is served from noon till 1:30pm 
Egypt Nov. 5 Trinidad 
Germany Nov. 12 China 
Philippines Nov. 19 Russia 
All lunches are $2.50 or less 
(Includes main dish. vegetable/salad, and/or soup, 
tea or coffee, and dessert). 
$75. 266-6!10 or242.7687, 10/18 
KAWASAKI '73 400CC, 3 cylinder, new paint, 
sacrifice$300. avenings and week~nds- 268-5716. 
10/17 
CHEAP TRANSPORTATION 1975 Suzl.lki T-125 
motorcycle, new tires, ready to roll $3SO. Evenings 
and weekends- 268·5116. 10111 
COMPACT SANYO REFRIGERATOR, hardly 
used- e~c~lient for dorm/office, S7S, call Bill ut 
881-2323. 10/17 
11174 VW BUS, rebuilt engine, sunroof,' one owner, 
great condition, call 243·5368. 10/17 
AUIUQUERQUE'S GREATEST SIJOW on wheels 
on display, Ali makes and models. FCllturing variety 
of entertainment. This weekend- Friday, Saturday, 
Sunday, Convention Center, Don't Miss IIIII. 10/12 
RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION, 10 spd, Pan· 
Am., only $50 (needs new tires). 883-9227 leave 
message, · 10/16 
.MOTOR CYcLE '18 Yamaha needs much work 
brakes seat shocks good engine transmission. $100 
DTIOO 255-8568, 10/16 
1979 CHEVETTE ENGINE, body, gas mileage 
goodl Michellns. SJ9SO or offer, Valerie- 243·5435; 
Offi".e- 268·3981. lOllS 
1965 'STANG CLASSIC, Excellent. $::!000. 277-2600 
or268-4295, . 10/12 
WOMEN'S TEN SPEED bike. Oood conifition. $50. 
Call Barbara- 277-8803. 10/12 
AKC ADORABLE CHOW chow puppies. Oood 
petigre and champion line, great disposition. 821· 
88S2 or 821.0538. 10/17 
1981 SUZUKI GS650L. Oreal condition. Must sell. 
$800, Call Tony - 1S6-9S::l4/296-SOS8. 10/12 
YOU DESERVE THE best rest at the best price - a 
100"/o cotton futon by Bright Future Futon Co,, 2424 
Garfield SE, 268-9738, 10/19 
Employment 
PART· TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be 
21 yenrs old. Must be able to wor!c f-riday and 
Saturday nights. Apply In person, no phone calls 
please. Saveway liquor Store at 5704 Lomas Blvd. 
NE. 10/26 
$60 PER HUNDRED PAID for processing mail at 
home! Information, send self·addressed, stamped 
envelope. Associates, Box 95, Roselle, New Jer~ey 
07203. 10/12 
WORK·STUDV QUALIFIEIJ student needed to type 
information on Central America. 60 wpm. $4/hour. 
15·20 hours/week. Call the Resource Center: 266· 
5009. 10111 
Pt:ACE CORPS NEEDS math and science teachers 
to serve in developing coun1ries for 2 yr. assignments. 
College degree with major or minor In math/science. 
Cail277·2961 for inform~tion. 10/15 
WANTED HOLISTIC YOUNG lady for occasional 
child care in my home. Will trade massage or cash. 
Send resume to PO Box486), Albq. 87196. lOllS 
EVENING IIOURS PLUS a few hours Sat. 
Customer Service and Collections. Oood com• 
munication skills essential. Some CRT or typing 
helpful. Very professional environment. Call for 
appt. Express Temps- 293·6997, J0/12 
ENTERTAINMENT THF.ATRE SALES part·tlme 
positions perfect for students, university area day/eve 
ACROSS 
11htrigue 
6 Betrays 
11 London's 
Big -
14 Clay 
15 Company 
16 High note 
17 Farm clubs: 
2wds. 
19 Perfect 
20 Nova 
21 Mitigate 
22 Auto 
24 Anuran 
26 Hoisted 
27 Allowance 
30 Prudish 
32 Knocked 
components 
50 Anthracite 
52 Diet, plus 
56 Even if: var. 
57 Newspaper 
VIP:2wds. 
60 Loki's 
daughter 
61 Dickens' 
Heep 
62 Emanated 
63 Vetch 
64 Voting spots 
65lndian 
soldier 
DOWN 
1 Tappets 
2 Mine shaft 
hours available for energetic articulate individuals. 
Excellent commissions, bonuses offered easily $200 
plus, training provided. Call Ms. Fontera today 
between 12·4 and 7·9 p.m. at2~2·0927 (NMRT). 
. IWI2 
COME TO TAOS this winter! Ski Sl10p needs help 
for winter season De<:. 15·Aprll 1. For more In· 
formation, call or write to Cottam's Ski Shops, Taos, 
NM 87571. Phone776·8460. 10/12 
EXH1BITION OR SET designer with graphics ex· 
periencewanted. Contact Jerome- 242·4784. 10/12 
A FEW MATURE, intelligent, nice people \D set up 
appointments. Reputable local company, Sunday 
thru Thursday eves. 5:30.8:30 p.m. Saturday a.m. 
Near Juan Tabo and Menaul. 298-4849, tfn 
Travel 
TAKING A TRIP? AJ,Ivertise your trip, adventure or 
ride needs in !he Dally Lobo. tfn 
Lost&Found 
IF YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks 
and fits keys. Chris's Indoor Store, 11911 Harvard 
SE, direclly behind Natural Sound. 262·2107. tfn 
MisceUaneous 
BABY SALE: QUALilY baby stuff including 
playpen, clotilina, etc., plus misc. hoasehold items. 
Saturday, Hl-13, 9·4., 1125 lafayette, NE. 266.086~. 
10/12 
THERE IS A religion that teaches racial equality and 
equality between women and men. For more in· 
formation, write: The Orthodox Bahal Faith, Box 
1413, Albuquerque, NM 87103, 10/12 
WILD WEST MUSIC'S MASSIVE pre-Chrl$tmas 
INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE NOW in 
PROGRESS. SAVEl FREE Kazoos, FREE Corrales 
Apples, FREE Menudo Posters while they last. 700 
First St., NW. ::!43·2229. 10/12 
NURSING STUDENTS WANTED to be on call as 
substitutes for staff at Abortion and Family Planning 
Clinic. Subm!t resume to APT Cllrdc, 107 Girard SE, 
87106. 10/17 
FREE HAIRSTYLES. NEED models for Pe1er 
Hantz Hairstyling Show Oct, 21st. Male and female 
ages 18 thru 60. Hair must be at least6" long all over. 
Call Royal aeauty Supply- 265·6691 or come by 
4613 Lomas NE. 10117 
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There are many 
discounts available to UNM personnel and students. 
Inquire about affordable and reputable car, life, 
mobile home, homeowners, renters, and health in· 
surance No pressure or pushy sales pltch. Ask for 
John at292.()5!1 (days and evenings), 10/23 
WHAT'S NEW??? HALLOWEE.l\1 masks, make-up, 
and more have just arrived at Martha's (all new) Body 
Bueno Shop. Body & Bath products for men and 
women AND something special to "dress up your 
nights" from the fantasy lingerie section. All at the 
new Body Bueno 3105 Central NE. 2SS-ll22. lOllS 
NEED CASII? WE buy diamonds and gold - 265· 
5237. 10/12 
.EYEGLASSES. WHOLESALE TO the public. 
Quality generic and designer eycwear at wholesale 
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedain 
Opticians. 255·2000. tfn 
PREVIOUS 
PUZZLE SOLVED 
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for--
33 By luck 
34- Paulo 
37 Boy's name 
38 Angry look 
39 Bridge 
3 - fide 23 TV dial spot 
1 4 Oisconunua- 25 "Alley-" 
41 Deceive: 
section 
40 Cushion 
41 Demijohn 
42Germ 
43 Shrill cry 
45Steward 
46 Ointment 
48 Candy 
49 Element 
tion 26 Third Gospel 
5 Celtic 27 Abrade 
Neptune 28 Mont.'s 
6 Place neighbor 
7 Times 29 Fungi 
8 Theater area 30 Dilatory 
9 - Gehrig 31 Horse 
10 Set forth 33 Ice mass 
11 Scenic site: 35 Swiss river 
2 wds. 36 Sunday 
12 Marry quietly punch 
13 Bare 38 Happy look 
18 Scrawny 39 WW-11 'plane 
2wds. 
42-Juan 
44 Pronoun 
45Trickery 
46 Machine tool 
47 Further 
48 School subjs. 
50 Spiral 
51 Of speech 
53 Above 
54 Mediocre 
55 Card 
58 Paid player 
59"- Kapital" 
